
IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
FOR THE DISTRICT OF SOUTH CAROLINA 

CHARLESTON DIVISION 
 
 
Cincinnati Insurance Company, 
 
  Plaintiff,  
 
     -vs- 
 
Atrium Builders, Inc.; Linden Construction 
of South Carolina, Inc.; Atrium Builders, 
Inc./Linden Construction of South Carolina, 
Inc. Joint Venture; Ecovest Charleston, LLC; 
Ecovest Development, LLC; Ecovest S&S 
Shelmore Development, LLC; Meeting 
Street at Shelmore Property Owners 
Association, Inc. d/b/a Shelmore Village 
POA; and Julian Smith, individually and on 
behalf of all others similarly situated, 
 
  Defendants. 

) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 

 
 
 
 
 
 

DECLARATORY JUDGMENT 
COMPLAINT 

 
(Non-Jury) 

 
C.A. No. _________________ 

 
 

 
 

Plaintiff Cincinnati Insurance Company (“Plaintiff” or “Cincinnati”), complaining of 

Defendants, would respectfully show this Court: 

JURSIDICTIONAL ALLEGATIONS AND PARTIES 

1. This is a declaratory judgment action brought pursuant to Rule 57 of the Federal 

Rules of Civil Procedure and 28 U.S.C. § 2201 to determine the rights of the parties under a 

policy of insurance issued by Cincinnati to Atrium Builders, Inc. 

2. Plaintiff is a Delaware corporation with its principal place of business in 

Cincinnati, Ohio. 

3. Upon information and belief, Defendant Atrium Builders, Inc. (“Atrium”) is a 

South Carolina corporation with its principal place of business in Dorchester County, South 

Carolina.  
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4. Upon information and belief, Defendant Linden Construction of South Carolina, 

Inc. (“Linden”) is a South Carolina corporation with its principal place of business in Charleston 

County, South Carolina.  

5. Upon information and belief Defendant Atrium Builders, Inc./Linden 

Construction of South Carolina, Inc. Joint Venture (“Atrium/Linden Joint Venture”) is a South 

Carolina joint venture with its principal place of business in Charleston County, South Carolina.  

6. Upon information and belief, Defendant Ecovest Charleston, LLC (“Ecovest 

Charleston”) is a South Carolina limited liability company with its principal place of business in 

Charleston County, South Carolina.  

7. Upon information and belief, Defendant Ecovest Development, LLC (“Ecovest 

Development”) is a South Carolina limited liability company with its principal place of business 

in Charleston County, South Carolina.  

8.  Upon information and belief, Defendant Ecovest S&S Shelmore Development, 

LLC (“Ecovest S&S”) is a South Carolina limited liability company with its principal place of 

business in Charleston County, South Carolina. 

9. Upon information and belief, Defendant Meeting Street at Shelmore Property 

Owners Association, Inc. d/b/a Shelmore Village POA (“Shelmore Village POA”) is a South 

Carolina corporation with its principal place of business in Charleston County, South Carolina. 

10. Upon information and belief, Defendant Julian Smith, individually and on behalf 

of all others similarly situated (“Smith”), is an individual who resides in Mount Pleasant, South 

Carolina.  
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11. This Court has subject matter jurisdiction because there is complete diversity 

between Plaintiff and Defendants and the amount in controversy exceeds $75,000, exclusive of 

interest and costs. 

12. Venue in this Division is proper, pursuant to 28 U.S.C. § 1391, 28 U.S.C. § 121,  

and Local Civil Rule 3.01, because a substantial part of the events or omissions giving rise to the 

claim occurred in this Division.  

FACTUAL ALLEGATIONS 

The Insurance Policy 

13. Cincinnati issued to Atrium policy ENP 017 65 43, which was effective from 

January 17, 2013 to January 17, 2016 (“Policy”). A true and accurate copy of the Policy is 

attached hereto as Exhibit A. Cincinnati incorporates the entire Policy herein by reference, and 

reserves the right to raise any Policy provision whether expressly set forth herein or not.    

14. The Policy contains and includes Commercial General Liability Coverage Form 

GA 101 12 04, which provides, in part:  

Throughout this Coverage Part the words “you” and “your” refer to the Named 
Insured shown in the Declarations, and any other person or organization 
qualifying as a Named Insured under this Coverage Part. The words “we”, “us” 
and “our” refer to the Company providing this insurance.  
 
The word “insured” means any person or organization qualifying as such under 
SECTION II – WHO IS AN INSURED. . . . 
 
COVERAGE A. BODILY INJURY AND PROPERTY DAMAGE 
LIABILITY 
 
1. Insuring Agreement 
 
a. We will pay those sums that the insured becomes legally obligated to pay 

as damages because of “bodily injury” or “property damage” to which this 
insurance applies. We will have the right and duty to defend the insured 
against any “suit” seeking those damages. However, we will have no duty 
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to defend the insured against any “suit” seeking damages for “bodily 
injury” or “property damage” to which this insurance does not apply. . . . 

 
b. This insurance applies to “bodily injury” and “property damage” only if: 

 
  (1) The “bodily injury” or “property damage” is caused by an 

“occurrence” that takes place in the “coverage territory”;   
 
  (2) The “bodily injury” or “property damage” occurs during the policy 

period; and  
 
  (3) Prior to the “coverage term” in which “bodily injury” or “property 

damage” occurs, you did not know, per Paragraph 1.d below, that 
the “bodily injury” or “property damage” had occurred or had 
begun to occur, in whole or in part.  

 
c. “Bodily injury” or “property damage” which: 

 
  (1) Occurs during the “coverage term”; and 
 
  (2) Was not, prior to the “coverage term”, known by you, per 

Paragraph 1.d below, to have occurred; 
 
  includes any continuation, change or resumption of that “bodily injury” or 

“property damage” after the end of the “coverage term” in which it first 
became known by you. 

 
 d. You will be deemed to know that “bodily injury” or “property damage” 

has occurred at the earliest time when any “authorized representative”: 
 

(1) Reports all, or any part, of the “bodily injury” or “property 
damage” to us or any other insurer; 

 
(2) Receives a written or verbal demand or claim for damages because 

of the “bodily injury” or “property damage”;  
 
(3) First observes, or reasonably should have first observed, the 

“bodily injury” or “property damage”;  
 
(4) Becomes aware, or reasonably should have become aware, by any 

means other than as described in (3) above, that “bodily injury” or 
“property damage” had occurred or had begun to occur; or  

 
(5) Becomes aware, or reasonably should have become aware, of a 

condition from which “bodily injury” or “property damage” is 
substantially certain to occur. 
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2. Exclusions 
 

This insurance does not apply to: 
 
 b. Contractual Liability  
 

“Bodily injury” or “property damage” for which the insured is obligated to 
pay damages by reason of the assumption of liability in a contract or 
agreement. This exclusion does not apply to liability for damages: 
 
(1) That the insured would have in the absence of the contract or 

agreement; or  
 
(2) Assumed in a contract or agreement that is an “insured contract”, 

provided the “bodily injury” or “property damage” occurs 
subsequent to the execution of the contract or agreement. When a 
claim for such “bodily injury” or “property damage” is made, we 
will defend that claim provided the insured has assumed the 
obligation to defend such claim in the “insured contract”. Such 
defense payments will not reduce the limits of insurance.  

 
k. Damage to Your Product 
 

 “Property damage” to “your product” arising out of it or any part of it. 
 
l. Damage to Your Work 
 

“Property damage” to “your work” arising out of it or any part of it and 
included in the "products-completed operations hazard”. 
 
This exclusion does not apply if the damaged work or the work out of 
which the damage arises was performed on your behalf by a subcontractor. 

 
m. Damage to Impaired Property or Property Not Physically Injured 

 
“Property damage” to “impaired property” or property that has not been 
physically injured, arising out of: 

 
 (1) A defect, deficiency, inadequacy or dangerous condition in “your 

product” or “your work”; or 
 

 (2) A delay or failure by you or anyone acting on your behalf to 
perform a contract or agreement in accordance with its terms. 
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This exclusion does not apply to the loss of use of other property arising 
out of sudden and accidental physical injury to “your product” or “your 
work” after it has been put to its intended use. 

 
n. Recall of Products, Work or Impaired Property 

 
Any liability or damages claimed for any loss, cost or expense incurred by 
you or others for the loss of use, withdrawal, recall, inspection, repair, 
replacement, adjustment, removal or disposal of: 

 
(1) “Your product”; 
 
(2) “Your work”; or 
 
(3) “Impaired property”; 
 
if such product, work or property is withdrawn or recalled from the market 
or from use by any person or organization because of a known or 
suspected defect, deficiency, inadequacy or dangerous condition in it. . . . 

 
 SECTION II – WHO IS AN INSURED 
 
 1. If you are designated in the Declarations as . . . 
 

d. An organization other than a partnership, joint venture or limited 
liability company, you are an insured. Your “executive officers” 
and directors are insureds, but only with respect to their duties as 
your officers and directors. Your stockholders are also insured, but 
only with respect to their liability as stockholders. . . .  

 
No person or organization is an insured with respect to the conduct of any current 
or past partnership, joint venture or limited liability company that is not shown as 
a Named Insured in the Declarations. . . .  

  
SECTION V – DEFINITIONS 

 
11. “Impaired property” means tangible property, other than “your product” or  

“your work”,  that cannot be used or is less useful because: 
 

a.   It incorporates “your product” or “your work” that is known or 
thought to be defective, deficient, inadequate or dangerous; or 

 
b.   You have failed to fulfill the terms of a contract or agreement; 

 
 If such property can be restored to use by: 
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a.   The repair, replacement, adjustment or removal of “your  product” 
or “your work”; or 

 
b.   Your fulfilling the terms of the contract or agreement. 

 
 12. “Insured contract” means . . .  
 

f. That part of any other contract or agreement pertaining to your 
business (including an indemnification of a municipality in 
connection with work performed for a municipality) under which 
you assume the tort liability of another party to pay for “bodily 
injury”, “property damage” or “personal and advertising injury” to 
a third person or organization. Tort liability means a liability that 
would be imposed by law in the absence of any contract or 
agreement. 

 
16. “Occurrence” means an accident, including continuous or repeated 

exposure to substantially the same general harmful conditions. 
 

19.  “Products-completed operations hazard”: 
 

a. Includes all “bodily injury” and “property damage” occurring away 
from premises you own or rent and arising out of “your product” or 
“your work” except: 

 
 (1) Products that are still in your physical possession; or 
 
 (2) Work that has not yet been completed or abandoned.  

However, “your work” will be deemed completed at the 
earliest of the following times: 

 
(a) When all of the work called for in your contract has 

been completed; or 
 

(b) When all of the work to be done at the job site has 
been completed if your contract calls for work at 
more than one job site; or 

 
(c) When that part of the work done at a job site has 

been put to its intended use by any person or 
organization other than another contractor or 
subcontractor working on the same project. 

 
Work that may need service, maintenance, correction, 
repair or replacement, but which is otherwise complete, 
will be treated as completed. 
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b. Does not include “bodily injury” or “property damage” arising out 

of: 
 

(1) The transportation of property, unless the injury or damage 
arises out of a condition in or on a vehicle not owned or 
operated by you, and that condition was created by the 
“loading or unloading” of that vehicle by any insured; 

 
(2) The existence of tools, uninstalled equipment or abandoned 

or unused materials; or 
 
(3) Products or operations for which the classification, listed in 

the Declarations or in a schedule, states that products-
completed operations are included. 

 
20. “Property damage” means: 
 
 a. Physical injury to tangible property, including all resulting loss of 

use of that property. All such loss of use shall be deemed to occur 
at the time of the physical injury that caused it; or 

 
 b. Loss of use of tangible property that is not physically injured. All 

such loss shall be deemed to occur at the time of the “occurrence” 
that caused it. . . .   

 
25. “Your product”: 

 
a. Means: 
 

(1) Any goods or products, other than real property, 
manufactured, sold, handled, distributed or disposed of by: 

 
(a) You; 

 
(b) Others trading under your name; or 

 
(c) A person or organization whose business or assets 
you have acquired; and 

 
(2) Containers (other than vehicles), materials, parts or 

equipment furnished in connection with such goods or 
products. 

 
b. Includes: 
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(1) Warranties or representations made at any time with respect 
to the fitness, quality, durability, performance or use of 
“your product”; and 

 
(2) The providing of or failure to provide warnings or 

instructions. 
 

c. Does not include vending machines or other property rented to or 
located for the use of others but not sold. 

 
26. “Your work”: 

 
  a. Means: 

 
   (1) Work or operations performed by you or on your behalf; 

and 
 
   (2) Materials, parts or equipment furnished in connection with 

such work or operations. 
 

b. Includes:  
 

(1) Warranties or representation made at any time with respect 
to the fitness, quality, durability, performance or use of 
“your work;” and 

 
(2) The providing of or failure to provide warnings or 

instructions. 
 

15. The Policy contains and includes Commercial Umbrella Liability Coverage Form 

US 101 UM 12 04, which provides, in part:  

Throughout this Coverage Part the words “you” and “your” refer to the Named 
Insured shown in the Declarations, and any other person or organization 
qualifying as a Named Insured under this Coverage Part. The words “we”, “us” 
and “our” refer to the Company providing this insurance.  
 
The word “insured” means any person or organization qualifying as such under 
SECTION II – WHO IS AN INSURED. . . . 

 
SECTION I - COVERAGE 

 
A. Insuring Agreement 
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1. We will pay on behalf of the insured the “ultimate net loss” which 
the insured is legally obligated to pay as damages for “bodily 
injury”, “personal and advertising injury” or “property damage” to 
which this insurance applies: 

 
a. Which is in excess of the “underlying insurance”; or 

 
b. Which is either excluded or not insured by “underlying 

insurance”. 
 
2. This insurance applies to “bodily injury”, “personal and 

advertising injury” or “property damage” only if: 
 

a. The “bodily injury”, “personal and advertising injury” or 
property damage” is caused by an “occurrence” that takes 
place in the “coverage territory”; and  

 
b. The “bodily injury” or “property damage” occurs during 

the policy period shown in the Declarations; or . . .    
 
3. “Bodily injury” or “property damage” which . . .  
 

b. Was not, prior to the “coverage term”, known by you, per 
Paragraph 5. below . . .  

 
 B.   Exclusions 

 
 This insurance does not apply to: 
 
3. Contractual Liability 
 

Any liability for which the insured is obligated to pay damages by 
reason of the assumption of liability in a contract or agreement. 
This exclusion does not apply to liability for “bodily injury”, 
“personal and advertising injury” or “property damage”: 
 
a. That the insured would have in the absence of the contract 

or agreement; or  
 
b. Assumed in a contract or agreement that is an “insured 

contract”, provided the “bodily injury”, “personal and 
advertising injury” or “property damage” occurs 
subsequent to the execution of the contract or agreement.  

 
4. Damage to Impaired Property or Property Not Physically 

Injured 
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“Property damage” to “impaired property” or property that has not 
been physically injured, arising out of: 

 
a. A defect, deficiency, inadequacy or dangerous condition in 

“your product” or “your work”; or 
 
b. A delay or failure by you or anyone acting on your behalf 

to perform a contract or agreement in accordance with its 
terms. 

 
This exclusion does not apply to the loss of use of other property 
arising out of sudden and accidental physical injury to “your 
product” or “your work” after it has been put to its intended use . . . 

 
6. Damage to Your Product 
 

“Property damage” to “your product” arising out of it or any part 
of it. 

 
7. Damage to Your Work 
 

“Property damage” to “your work” arising out of it or any part of it 
and included in the “products-completed operations hazard”. 

 
This exclusion does not apply if the damaged work or the work out 
of which the damage arises was performed on your behalf by a 
subcontractor. . . .  

 
18. Recall of Products, Work or Impaired Property 
 

Any liability or damages claimed for any loss, cost or expense 
incurred by you or others for the loss of use, withdrawal, recall, 
inspection, repair, replacement, adjustment, removal or disposal of: 

 
a. “Your product”; 

 
b. “Your work”; or 

 
c. “Impaired Property”; 

  
if such product, work or property is withdrawn or recalled from the 
market or from use by any person or organization because of a 
known or suspected defect, deficiency, inadequacy or dangerous 
condition in it. . . . 
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 SECTION II – WHO IS AN INSURED 
 
 a. If you are designated in the Declarations as: . . . 
 

(4) An organization other than a partnership, joint venture or limited 
liability company, you are an insured. Your “executive officers” 
and directors are insureds, but only with respect to their duties as 
your officers and directors. Your stockholders are also insured, but 
only with respect to their liability as stockholders. . . .  

 
No person or organization is an insured with respect to the conduct of any current 
or past partnership, joint venture or limited liability company that is not shown as 
a Named Insured in the Declarations. . . .  

 
The Underlying Action 

 
16. On October 13, 2015, Shelmore Village POA and Smith (“Underlying Plaintiffs” 

individually and collectively”) filed suit against Atrium, Linden, Ecovest Charleston, Ecovest 

Development, and Ecovest S&S, among others, in the Charleston County Court of Common 

Pleas, Case No. 2014-CP-10-7812 (“Underlying Action”). A true and accurate copy of the 

Underlying Action is attached hereto as Exhibit B.  

17. In the Underlying Action, the Underlying Plaintiffs allege: 

(a) That the subject project is located in Mount Pleasant, South Carolina, and 
consists of nine buildings containing forty-one condominium units 
(“Project”);   

 
(b) That the Project was originally built by Meeting Street Builders, LLC, 

and/or related affiliates (“Original Builders”); 
  

(c) That Ecovest Charleston, Ecovest Development, and/or Ecovest S&S are 
amalgamated entities “such that the actions and liabilities of one should 
apply to the other” (“Ecovest” shall hereinafter refer to Ecovest 
Charleston, Ecovest Development, and Ecovest S&S individually and 
collectively);  

 
(d) That in December 2012, Ecovest acquired the Project from the Original 

Builders; 
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(e) That sometime after the acquisition of the Project in December 2012, 
Ecovest undertook the “investigation, repair, renovation and/or 
reconstruction” of the Project (the “Renovation Work”); 

 
(f) That Linden acted as the general contractor for the Renovation Work;  

 
(g) That Atrium acted as a subcontractor to Linden for the Renovation Work;  
 
(h) That at the time the Certificates of Occupancy were issued, the Project 

contained latent defects;    
 
(i) That in March 2014, Ecovest turned over control of the property owners 

association to the property owners;  
 
(j) That sometime after the Renovation Work was completed “an architect 

and professional engineers inspected [the Project] and discovered 
numerous construction deficiencies, building code violations, deviations 
from manufacturer’s specifications and substantial resulting damage”; and 

 
(k) That the “latent design and construction defects causes substantial 

consequential and resulting damage to various non-defective components 
of [the Project’s] common elements, limited common elements, and the 
individual condominium units, in the form of, inter alia, water intrusion, 
water damage, rusted/failing fasteners and framing members, damage to 
decks and balconies, damage to insulation, wood components, interior 
trim, interior drywall, and non-defective elements of the brick, siding, 
deck, balconies, windows, doors, roof, soffit, and water management 
systems.”  

 
18. In the Underlying Action, the Underlying Plaintiffs assert causes of action against 

Atrium for negligence and breach of the implied warranty of workmanlike service.   

19. On November 24, 2015, Ecovest Development and Ecovest S&S filed a cross-

claim against Atrium for equitable indemnification, negligence, and breach of the implied 

warranty of workmanlike service (“Underlying Cross-Claim”). A true and accurate copy of the 

Underlying Cross-Claim is attached hereto as Exhibit C.  

20. On February 8, 2013, prior to the commencement of the Renovation Work, 

Atrium and Linden entered into a Joint Venture Agreement wherein they agreed to form the 

Atrium/Linden Joint Venture for the purpose of performing the Renovation Work (the “Joint 
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Venture Agreement”). A true and accurate copy of the Joint Venture Agreement is attached 

hereto as Exhibit D.  

21. The Atrium/Linden Joint Venture performed the Renovation Work.  

22. The Atrium/Linden Joint Venture began the Renovation Work sometime in 

February 2013 and completed the Renovation Work by the end of December 2013. 

23. The Underlying Action was tendered to Cincinnati, and Cincinnati agreed to 

defend Atrium under a reservation of rights.    

The Coverage Issues 

24. Generally, under the Policy, Cincinnati agreed to defend and indemnify the 

named insured, Atrium, for damages it becomes legally obligated to pay because of “property 

damage” caused by an “occurrence” during the Policy period, subject to various Policy 

exclusions, endorsements, and other provisions. 

25. Cincinnati is not obligated to defend or indemnify Atrium because Atrium entered 

into the Atrium/Linden Joint Venture to perform the Renovation Work, and the Atrium/Linden 

Joint Venture is not an insured under the Policy.  

26. Cincinnati is not obligated to defend or indemnify Atrium if it is developed or 

determined that Atrium knew “property damage” occurred or had begun to occur, in whole or in 

part, prior to the coverage term.  

27. Even assuming Cincinnati is obligated to defend or indemnify Atrium, Cincinnati 

is not obligated to indemnify Atrium for damage to Atrium’s work itself.    

FOR A FIRST CAUSE OF ACTION 
(Declaratory Judgment—No Coverage for Joint Venture) 

 
28. The foregoing allegations are incorporated herein and made a part hereof by 

reference as if fully set forth. 
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29. The Policy does not provide coverage for a joint venture that is not shown as a 

named insured in the Policy declarations.  

30. The Renovation Work was performed by the Atrium/Linden Joint Venture, and 

not performed by Atrium itself.  

31. The Atrium/Linden Joint Venture is not shown as a named insured in the Policy 

declarations.  

32. Therefore, the Atrium/Linden Joint Venture is not an insured under the Policy. 

33. Accordingly, Cincinnati is not obligated to defend or indemnify Atrium under the 

Policy, and Cincinnati seeks a declaration from this Court to this effect.    

FOR A SECOND CAUSE OF ACTION 
(Declaratory Judgment—No Coverage for Known “Property Damage”) 

 
34. The foregoing allegations are incorporated herein and made a part hereof by 

reference as if fully set forth. 

35. The Policy does not provide coverage if the insured knew that the “property 

damage” occurred or had begun to occur, in whole or in part, prior to the coverage term.  

36. If it is developed or determined that Atrium knew that the alleged “property 

damage” occurred or had begun to occur, in whole or in part, prior to the coverage term, then the 

Policy does not provide coverage to Atrium. If so, Cincinnati is not obligated to defend or 

indemnify Atrium under the Policy, and Cincinnati seeks a declaration from this Court to this 

effect.  

FOR A THIRD CAUSE OF ACTION 
(Declaratory Judgment—No Coverage for Atrium’s Work Itself) 

 
37. The foregoing allegations are incorporated herein and made a part hereof by 

reference as if fully set forth. 
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38. Even assuming Cincinnati is obligated to defend or indemnify Atrium, which is 

denied, Cincinnati is not obligated to indemnify Atrium for damage to Atrium’s work itself.  

39. If it is developed or determined that none of Atrium’s alleged faulty work caused 

damage to other property on the Project during the Policy period, then there is no coverage under 

the Policy. If so, Cincinnati is not obligated to defend or indemnify Atrium under the Policy, and 

Cincinnati seeks a declaration from this Court to this effect. 

40. Even assuming Atrium’s allegedly faulty work caused damage to other property 

on the Project during the Policy period, there is no coverage for damage to Atrium’s work itself, 

and Cincinnati seeks a declaration from this Court to this effect.   

FOR A FOURTH CAUSE OF ACTION 
(Declaratory Judgment—No Coverage for Cross-Claim) 

 
41. The foregoing allegations are incorporated herein and made a part hereof by 

reference as if fully set forth.  

42. The Policy does not provide coverage to Atrium for the Cross-Claim for the 

reasons above and, additionally, because the claim for equitable indemnification does not trigger 

coverage and/or is excluded.  

43. Accordingly, Cincinnati is not obligated to defend or indemnify Atrium under the 

Policy for the Cross-Claim, and Cincinnati seeks a declaration from this Court to this effect.   

 WHEREFORE, Cincinnati prays that this Court:  

1. Declare that Cincinnati is not obligated to defend and/or indemnify Atrium for the 

claims brought against Atrium in the Underlying Action, including the claims of the Underlying 

Cross-Claim;   

2. Award Cincinnati costs and any other amounts provided by the Federal Rules of 

Civil Produce or law for prosecuting this action; and  
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3. For such other and further relief as this Court deems just and proper. 

 
s/ Jason D. Maertens      
Jason D. Maertens (#10144) 
Smith Moore Leatherwood LLP 
2 West Washington Street, Suite 1100 (29601) 
Post Office Box 87 
Greenville, SC 29602 
(864) 751-7600 
(864) 751-7800 (fax) 
jason.maertens@smithmoorelaw.com 

 
Attorney for Plaintiff 

 
November 10, 2016 
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EXHIBIT B
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"V.7,
i.

•1,

STATE OF SOUTH CAROLINA IN THE COURT OF COMMON PLEAS
1 FOR THE NINTH JUDICIAL CIRCUIT

COUNTY OF CHARLESTON CASE NO.: 2014-CP-10-7812

MEETING STREET AT SHELMORE
PROPERTY OWNERS ASSOCIATION, INC.
d/bla SHELMORE VILLAGE POA and
JULIAN SMITH, individually and on behalf of
all others similarly situated,

Piaintiffs, SECOND AMENDED SUMMONS
vs.

t, 1-:.:
LINDEN CONSTRUCTION OF SOUTH
CAROLINA, INC., THE GUARANTEE
COMPANY OF NORTH AMERICA USA,
ATRIUM BUILDERS, INC., ECOVEST S&S.
SHELMORE DEVELOPMENT, LLC,
ECOVEST DEVELOPMENT, LLC,
ECOVEST CHARLESTON, LLC, JAMES
JONES d/b/a QUALITY STUCCO, ROBERT e-n--.
BESSINGER d/b/a BLUEPRINT
CONSTRUCTION, COASTAL ROOFING
COMPANY, INC., HELM CONSTRUCTION c::)P. Z.,.:34:.,t.:
OF SOUTH CAROLINA, LLC a/k/a HELM c.-,.

CONSTRUCTION LTD CO., RUSSELL :....:-p' 0HUNTLEY d/b/a CALIBER
CONSTRUCTION SERVICE, CALIBER, c) 'cri f, 3-'.
LLC d/b/a CALIBER CONSTRUCTION I

SERVICES, ORELLANA PAINTING, LLC,
J.R. BROADWAY COMPANY, LLC, JASON
R. BROADWAY, P.E., MS SHELMORE
VILLAGE, LLC, MEETING STREET
BUILDERS, LLC, MEETING STREET
COMPANIES, LLC, WINDSOR WINDOWS &
DOORS, a WOODGRAIN MILLWORK, INC.
COMPANY, ELI, INC., FINE BUILDERS,
LLC, HOWE & SIMPSON CONTRACTING,
LLC a/k/a HOWE & SIMPSON, LLC,
SOUTHCOAST EXTERIORS, INC., and
MICHAEL TENNY d/b/a SYNCO
ENTERPRISES,

Defendants.

TO: THE ABOVE-NAMED DEFENDANTS:
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IF YOU ARE IDENTIFIED IN BOLD PRINT, YOU ARE HEREBY SUMMONED and

required to answer the Plaintiffs' Second Amended Complaint in this action, a copy of which

is herewith served upon you, and to serve a copy of your Answer to the Second Amended

Complaint upon the subscriber, Jesse A. Kirchner, at his office located at 15 Middle Atlantic

Wharf, Suite 101, Charleston, South Carolina, 29401, within thirty (30). days after service

hereof, exclusive of the day of such service; and if you fail to answer the Second Amended

--Complaint within the time aforesaid, or otherwise appear and defend, the Plaintiffs will apply
to the Court for the relief demanded in the Second Amended Complaint and judgment by
default will be rendered against you.

All other parties who have been previously named and served in the above-referenced

action are hereby summoned and required to answer the Plaintiffs' "Second Amended

Complaint and to serve a copy of your Answer to the Sebond Amended COmplaint -uPbn the

subscriber, Jesse A. Kirchner, at his office located at 15 Middle Atlantic Wharf, Suite 101,

Charleston, South Carolina, 29401, within the time prescribed pursuant to SCRCP 15(a);

and if you fail to answer the Second Amended Complaint within the time aforesaid, or

otherwise appear and defend, the' Plaintiffs will apply to the Court for the relief demanded in

the Second Amended Complaint and judgment by default will be rendered against you.

Page 2 of 3
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Respectfully submitted,

THURMOND KIRCHNER TIMBES & YELVERTON, PA

By:,5L---
JESSE A. KIR ER.
SC BAR NO.: 70479
MATTHEW S, BYZET.
SC BAR NO.: 100035
15 Middle Atlantic Wharf
Charleston, SC 29401

•T: 843.937.8000
F: 843.937.4200
jkirchneratktylawfirm.com
mbyzet@tktvlawfirm.com

Attorney for the Plaintiffs

ncl-bkr 15, 2015

Charleston, South Carolina.
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STATE OF SOUTH CAROLINA IN THE COURT OF COMMON PLEAS
FOR THE NINTH JUDICIAL CIRCUIT

COUNTY OF CHARLESTON CASE NO.: 2014-CP-10-7812

MEETING STREET AT SHELMORE
PROPERTY OWNERS.ASSOCIATION, INC.
d/b/a SHELMORE VILLAGE POA and
JULIAN SMITH, individually and on behalf of
all others similarly situated,

Plaintiffs, SECOND AMENDED COMPLAINT
(amendments in bold)

VS,

(Class Action)•
LINDEN CONSTRUCTION Of SOUTH
CAROLINA, INC., THE GUARANTEE (Jury Trial Demanded)
COMPANYOF NORTH AMERICA USA,
ATRIUM BUILDERS, INC., ECOVEST SAS
SHELMORE DEVELOPMENT, LLC,
ECOVEST DEVELOPMENT, LLC,
ECOVEST CHARLESTON, LLC, JAMES
JONES d/b/a QUALITY STUCCO, ROBERT
BESSINGER d/b/a BLUEPRINT
CONSTRUCTION, COASTAL ROOFING
COMPANY, INC., HELM CONSTRUCTION Prircl gOF SOUTH CAROLINA, LLC a/k/a HELM
CONSTRUCTION LTD CO., RUSSELL zs---c-T.--"b--HUNTLEY d/b/a CALIBER
CONSTRUCTION SERVICE, CALIBER, 2
LLC d/b/a CALIBER CONSTRUCTION
SERVICES, ORELLANA PAINTING, LLC, c5,.
J.R. BROADWAY COMPANY, LLC, JASON
R. BROADWAY, P.E., MS SHELMORE
VILLAGE, LLC, MEETING STREET
BUILDERS, LLC, MEETING STREET
COMPANIES, LLC, WINDSOR WINDOWS &
DOORS, a WOODGRAIN MILLWORK, INC.
COMPANY, ELI, INC., FINE BUILDERS,
LLC, HOWE & SIMPSON CONTRACTING,
LLC a/k/a HOWE & SIMPSON, ILC,
SOUTHCOAST EXTERIORS, INC., and
MICHAEL TENNY d/b/a SYNCO
ENTERPRISES,

Defendants.
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COME NOW THE PLAINTIFFS, MEETING STREET AT SHELMORE PROPERTY

OWNERS ASSOCIATION, INC. d/b/a SHELMORE VILLAGE POA, and JULIAN SMITH on

behalf of himself and all others similarly situated, by and through their undersigned counsel,

pursuant to Rule 15, SCRCP, and the Consent Order Granting Plaintiffs Leave to Amend

their Amended Complaint signed by the Honorable R. Markley Dennis on October 1, 2015,

and hereby amend their First Amended Complaint as follows:

PARTIES, JURISDICTION and FACTUAL ALLEGATIONS

1. Plaintiff, Meeting Street at She !more Property Owner§ 'AssOciation,

(hereinafter "POA"), is a non-profit eleemosynary corporation and horizontal property regime

organized and existing pursuant to the laws of South Carolina doing business in Charleston

County as Shelmore Village POA.

2. Plaintiff POA is comprised of all persons or entities Owning condominium units

located within the POA known as Shelmore Village in Mount Pleasant, South Carolina, and

is governed by a Board of Directors (the "Board").

3. She!more Village consists of nine (9) buildings containing forty-one (41)

condorninium units. The buildings, condominiums, common elements and limited common

elements are hereinafter referred to collectively as "She!more Village."

4. By virtue of its governing documents, the POA is charged with certain duties,

powers, rights and authority in connection with She!more Village.

5. Specifically, the POA is charged with, inter alla, the management and

administration of Shelmore Village, the investigation, maintenance and repair of Shelmore

Village's common elements and limited common elements and the right to enforce all

warranties relating to Shelmore Village and has the right and obligation to bring this action

on behalf of She!more Village, the POA and the respective owners and members of the

POA.

Page 2 of 49
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6. Plaintiff Julian Smith ("Smith") is a citizen and resident of South Carolina and

is the owner of 720 South SheImore units 101 and 201 and 716 South Shelmore units 104,

204, 105 and 205 in Shelmore Village.

7. By virtue of his ownership of these condominium units, Plaintiff Smith owns

an undivided interest in the common elements and limited common elements of SheImore

Village as a tenant-in-common with all other owners.

8. Shelmore Village is located in Charleston County and is the subject of this

action.

9. MS She!more Village, LLC is or was a limited liability company organized and

existing pursuant to the laws of South Carolina with its principal place of business in

Charleston County.

10. Upon information and belief, Meeting Street Companies, LLC is a limited

liability company organized and existing pursuant to the laws of North Carolina with its

principal place of business in Mecklenburg County, North Carolina.

11. Upon Information and belief, Meeting Street Builders, LLC is a limited liability

company organized and existing pursuant to the laws of North Carolina with its principal

place of business in Mecklenburg County, North Carolina.

12. Upon information and belief, MS She!more Village, LLC ("MS She!more") is or

was a single purpose limited liability company organized and incorporated by Meeting Street

Companies, LLC ("Meeting Street Companies") its agents, officers, directors, members,

partners, and/or owners for the sole and singular purpose of designing, developing,

constructing and selling She!more Village.

13. Upon Information and belief, Meeting Street Builders, LLC ("Meeting Street

Builders") served as the original general contractor for the construction of Shelmore Village.

14. Upon information and belief, MS Shelmore and Meeting Street Builders

Page 3 of 49
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functioned as the alter ego of Meeting Street Companies in the design, construction and

development of Shelmore Village, and Meeting Street Companies, its agents, officers,

directors, members, partners and owners exerted complete control over MS She!more and

Meeting Street Builders in the design, development, construction and sale of Shelmore

Village.

15. Upon information and belief, the legal distinction between MS Shelmore,

Meeting Street Companies; Meeting Street Builders, their agents, officers, directors,

-members, partners and owners are blurred and they are, in effect, one and the same and

their interests are so amalgamated such that the actions and liabilities of one should apply to

the other.

16. MS Shelmore, Meeting Street Companies, and Meeting Street Builders may

hereinafter be referred to collectively as "Meeting Street."

17. Ecovest S&S Shelmore Development, LLC is a limited liability company

organized and existing pursuant to the laws of South Carolina with its principal place of

business in Charleston County, South Carolina.

18. EcoVest Development, LLC is a limited liability company organized and existing

pursuant to the laws of South Carolina with its principal place of business in Charleston

County, South Carolina.

19. Ecovest Charleston, LLC is a limited liability company organized and existing

pursuant to the laws of South Carolina with its principal place of business in Charleston

County, South Carolina,

20. Upon inforrnation and belief, Ecovest S&S She!more Development, LLC

("Ecovest Shelmore") is a single purpose limited liability company organized and

incorporated by Ecovest Development, LLC ("Ecovest Development") and Ecovest

Charleston, LLC ("Ecovest Charleston") and their agents, officers, directors, members,.

Page 4 of 49
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partners, and/or owners for the .sole and singular purpose of acquiring, developing,

renovating and selling She!more Village.

21. Upon information and belief, Ecovest Shelmore functioned as the alter ego of

Ecovest Development and Ecovest Charleston in the development of SheImore Village,

and Ecovest Development and Ecovest Charleston, their agents, officers, directors,

members, partners and owners exerted complete control over Ecovest She!more in the

acquisition, development, renovation and sale of Shelmore Village.

22. Upon Information and belief, the legal distinction between Etovest Shelmore,

Ecovest Development, Ecovest Charleston,, their agents, officers, directors, members,

partners and owners are blurred and they are, in effect, one and the same and their interests

are so amalgamated such that the actions and liabilities of one should apply to the other,

23. Ecovest S&S Shelmore Development, LLC and Ecovest Development, .LLC

and Ecovest Charleston, LLC may hereinafter be referred to collectively as "Ecovest."

24. Upon information and belief, on or about December 28, 2012, Ecovest

acquired Shelmore Village from the original developer, Meeting Street, and/or its lenders

and thereafter developed, completed, constructed, renovated, marketed and .sold

Shelmore Village and the individual cOndominium units contained within Shelmore Village.

25. Ecovesfs website, www.ecovestcharleston.com, claims that Ecovest "has

been involved in $10's of millions worth of projects in the Charleston, SC area." Notably,

an image of Shelmore Village is prominently displayed on the Ecovest website.

26. Among other things, on its website Ecovest touts its "specialties" as "troubled

asset acquisition, real estate development, commercial and residential construction."

27. Although not licensed contractors or residential builders in the state of South

Carolina, Ecovest represented to the Plaintiffs and to the public at large that it specializes

in commercial and residential construction.

Page 5 of 49
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28. The "Contact Us" page of Ecovest's website identifies 42 Broad Street,

Charleston, South Carolina as its address and a telephone number of 8437958-9887.

Upon information and belief, this is the same address and telephone number for Ecovest

Development, Ecovest Charleston and Ecovest She!more further evidencing their

amalgamated interests.

29. Subsequent to its acquisition of Shelmore Village, Ecovest undertook the

investigation, repair, renovation and/or reconstruction of Shelmore Village:

30. Upon information and belief, investigations performed by or on behalf of

Ecovest identified numerous construction defects at Shelmore Village..

31. Upon information and belief, Ecovest hired Mark Clancy, AIA, LEED AP of

Clancy Wells Architects to serve as the architect of record to design appropriate plans and

specifications for the correction of the construction defects and other renovation,

completion and repairs to Shelmore Village,

32. Upon information and belief, Clancy Wells agreed to provide professional

architectural services for Ecovest, specifically including, but not limited to, making weekly

site visits to Shelmore Village to observe, in part, whether the construction work was being

completed in accordance with the plans, specifications, details, directives and all

applicable building codes and industry standards.

33. Upon information and belief, Ecovest turned over control of the POA to the

owners on or about March 6, 2014 (the "Turnover).

34. Upon information and belief, prior to the Turnover, Ecovest appointed Jeffrey

Roberts, Joe Jarvis, Jason Fabrizio, Austin Stone and Jack Brickman to serve ds the

Board of Directors for the POA.

35. Upon information and belief, none of the Ecovest-appointed directors were

property owners at Shelmore Village and all were employees or agents of Ecovest. As

Page 6 of 49
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such, Ecovest controlled the Board of Directors, and hence controlled the actions of the

Association up until the Turnover.

36, Upon information and belief, Ecovest and the Ecovest-appointed directors

directed and controlled the repairs, renovations and re-construction of Shelmore Village.

37, The Ecovest-appointed directors were duty bound to place the interests of

the POA ahead of the interests of Ecovest irrespective of the potential ramifications to

Ecovest. Upon information and belief, because the Ecovest-appointed directors were

Ecovest employees, agents or members and not property owners, they were unable to-

discharge their duties in this regard as their loyalties were to Ecovest, rather than the POA.

38. pefendant Linden Construction of South Carolina, Inc. ("Linden") is a

corporation organized and existing pursuant to the laws of South Carolina with its principal

place of business in Charleston County.

39. Upon information and belief, Linden served as the general contractor for the

renovation, repair, re-construction and completion of Shelmore Village and, agreed to

perform its work In accordance with the applicable building code, design professional

specifications, details, directives and manufacturer's specifications.

40. Specifically, but not limited to, Linden agreed to:

(a) uninstall and reinstall 577 exterior windows and 151 exterior doors to
include proper flashing (including head flashing) and sill pans and
adequate waterproofing around the opening;

(b) complete removal and replacement of the existing masonry veneer and
installation of moisture barrier, seismic brick ties, masonry mat, through-
wall flashing, weep holes, masonry units and mortar, and masohry
headers/lintels;

(c) remove and replace the existing fiber cement siding;

(d) re-caulk' all open joints on the exterior building envelope and all new

joints created with the new exterior finish system;

(e) install proper thru-wall flashing;
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(f) repair roofing membrane; and

(g) remove approximately 6" of stucco around doors and windows to install

proper head and thru-wall flashing.

41. Atrium Builders, Inc. ("Atrium") is a corporation organized and existing

pursuant to the laws of South Carolina with its principal place of business in Charleston

County.

42. Upon information and belief, Atrium providedlabor and materials as a

subcontractor to Linden for the performance of the work outlined-above:: -1.

43. Upon information and belief, Linden and Atrium did not perform all of the work

it contractually agreed to perform. Specifically, during the course of construction, Linden

and Atrium made the decision to leave the windows and doors.in place and did- not remove

and re-flash the windows and doors as called for by Clancy Wells Architects and Linden's

contract.

44. UporOnformation and belief, no reduction was made in Linden's contract

price despite the fact that it failed and refused to perform a substantial portion of the work.

45. Upon information and belief, Clancy Wells Architects observed on numerous

occasions deviations in the work being performed by Linden, Atrium anjd their

subcontractors and notified Ecovest and Linden of the sarne.

46. Upon information and belief, Clancy Wells Architect's warnings and

admonitions were not heeded by EcOvest, Linden or Atrium, and, as a result, Clancy Wells

Architects terminated its relationship with Ecovest before the Shelmore Village project was

completed.

47. Notwithstanding Clancy Wells Architects' documented exceptions to the

building practices being employed by Linden, Atrium and their subcontractors, on or about

April 11, 2013 Brandon Linden, President of Linden Construction, and William B.
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Beuchene, President of Atrium Builders, Inc., certified and guaranteed in writing to the

Board of Directors of the POA that the work being performed by Linden, Atrium and their

subcontractors was being performed in a "technically correct manner, per codes and

normal standards."

48. Notwithstanding Ecovest's knowledge of Linden and Atrium's defective work

as documented by Clancy Wells Architects, Ecovest marketed Shelmore Village to the

public and to the Plaintiffs as a luxury work-live development of the highest quality.

49. The Guarantee CompanY of North Anierica USA.("GuaranteeTis a foreign,

corporation conducting business in Charleston County, South Carolina and provided a

surety bond to the Plaintiff POA guaranteeing and securing the proper performance of

Linden Construction's work at Shelmore Village.

50. Despite written notice of deficient and non-conforming work, Guarantee has

failed and refused to guarantee the proper performance of Linden's work at Shelmore

.Village.

51. Upon information and belief, James Jones d/b/a Quality Stucco ("Quality

Stucco") is a citizen and resident of South Carolina and, at all times relevant hereto was

doing business as Quality Stucco in Charleston County in South Carolina. Specifically,

Quality Stucco was engaged as a subcontractor to Linden and was responsible for

installing all or a portion of the stucco cladding and related flashings at the Project.

52. Upon information and belief, Robert Bessinger d/b/a Blueprint Construction

("Blueprint Construction") is a citizen and resident of South Carolina and, at all times

relevant hereto was doing business as Blueprint Construction in Charleston County in

South Carolina. Specifically, Blueprint Construction was engaged as a subcontractor to

Linden and was responsible for installing siding, exterior trim and related flashings and

installing flashings on all Or a portion of the doors and windows at the Project.
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53. Coastal Roofing Company, Inc, is a corporation organized and existing

pursuant to the laws of South Carolina with its principal place of business in Charleston

County. Specifically, Coastal Roofing Company, Inc, ("Coastat Roofing") was engaged as

a subcontractor to Linden, and was responsible for performing roofing installation and

related flashings at the Project.

54. Upon information and belief, Helm Construction of South Carolina, LLC is a

limited liability corporation organized and existing pursuant to the laws of South Carolina

with its principal place of business In Charleston County.

55. Upon information and belief, Helm Construction, Ltd Co. Is a corporation

organized and existing pursuant to.the laws of South Carolina with its principal place of,

business in Charleston County.

56. Upon information and belief, Helm Construction of South Carolina, LLC -a/k/a

Helm Construction, Ltd Co. ("Helm") was engaged as a subcontractor to Linden and was

respOnsible for framing and drywall installation at the Project.

57. Upon information and belief, Russell Huntley d/b/a Caliber ConstrUction

Service ("Huntley") is a citizen and resident of North Carolina, and at all times

relevant hereto, was doing business as Caliber Construction Service in Charleston

County, South Carolina. Upon information and belief, Russell Huntley d/b/a Caliber

Construction Service Was engaged as a subcontractor to Atrium to perform

masonry work and related flashing at Shelmore Village.

58, Upon information and belief, Caliber, LLC d/b/a Caliber Construction

Services ("Caliber") is a limited liability company organized and existing pursuant

to the laws of North Carolina and at all times relative hereto, was doing business as

Caliber Construction Services in Charleston County, South Carolina. Upon

information and belief, Caliber was engaged as a subcontractor to Linden to
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perform masonry work and related flashing at Shelmore Village, and is hereby

substituted for Defendant Caliber Construction, Inc. relating back nunc pro tunc.

59. Upon information and belief, Ore liana Painting, LLC ("Orellana") is a

limited liability company organized and existing pursuant to the laws of South

Carolina with its principal place of business in Berkeley County, and at all times

hereto, conducting business in Charleston County.

60. Upon information and belief, Ore liana was engaged as a subcontractor

to Linden to perform exterior painting, caulking and related componentsL.at

Shelmore Village.

61. Upon information and belief, Defendants Quality Stucco, Blueprint

Construction, Coastal Roofing, Helm, Huntley, Caliber and Oreliana provided

services, labor and materials to the Project as set forth above as subcontractors to

Linden and may hereinafter be referred to collectively as "Defendant

Subcontractors."..

62. J R Broadway Company, LLC is a limited liability company organized and

existing pursuant to 'the laws of South Carolina with its principal place of business in

Charleston County.

63. Upon information and belief, Jason R. Broadway, P.E., is the principal of J R

Broadway Company, LLC and is a citizen and resident of Charleston County.

64. Upon Information and belief, Jason R. Broadway, RE. and J R Broadway

Company, LLC (hereinafter referred to collectively as "Broadway') either served as a

design consultant and/or effectively assumed the role of the design professional of record

upon the departure of Clancy Wells Architects from Shelmore Village.

65. Upon information and belief, Broadway directed, inspected, and/or

supervised work by Linden and Atrium that was defective, non-conforming and in violation
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of applicable building codes, industry standards, manufacturer's instructions and in

violation of plans, specifications and details of the design professional of record, Clancy

Wells Architects.

66. Windsor Window Company is or was duly organized pursuant to the laws of

Idaho, conducted business in Charleston County, and has or had a registered agent for

service of process in South Carolina.

67. Woodgrain Millwork, Inc. is or was duly organized pursuant to the laws of

Oregon, conducted business In Charleston County, and has a registered agent for.service

of process in South Carolina.

68. Upon information and belief, Windsor Window Company is a wholly owned

subsidiary of •Woodgrain Millwork and they will hereinafter be referred to collectively as,

"Windsor."

69. Upon information and belief, Windsor designed, manufactured, marketed,

sold and distributed the fenestration products installed at Shelmore Village.

70. Upon information and belief, ELI, Inc. ("ELI") is a corporation organized

and existing pursuant to the laws of South Carolina, conducting business in

Charleston County.

71. Upon information and belief, ELI was engaged as a subcontractor to

Meeting Street Builders and performed concrete work, grading and drainage work,

among other related work at Shelmore Village,

72. Upon information and belief, Fine Builders, LLC ("Fine") is a limited

liability company organized and existing pursuant to the laws of South Carolina,

conducting business in Charleston County, South Carolina.

73. Upon information and belief, Fine was engaged as a subcontractor to

Meeting Street Builders and performed framing work and related components at
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She!more Village.

74. Upon information and belief, Howe & Simpson Contracting, LLC a/k/a

Howe & Simpson, LLC ("Howe") is a limited liability company organized and

existing pursuant to the laws of North Carolina, conducting business in Charleston

County, South Carolina.

75. Upon information and belief, Howe was engaged as a subcontractor to

Meeting Strdet Builders and performed framing and roofing work and related

components at She!more Village.

76. Upon information and belief, SoUthcoast Exteriors, Inc. ("Southcoast")

is a.corporation organized and existing pursuant to the laws of South Carolina,

conducting business in Charleston County.

77. Upon information and belief, Southcoast was engaged as a

subcontractor to Meeting Street Builders and performed siding and deck

waterproofing work and related components at Shelmore Village.

78. Upon information and belief, Michael Tenny d/b/a Synco Enterprises

("Synco") is a citizen and resident of Charleston County, South Carolina doing

business as Synco Enterprises in Charleston County.

79. Upon information and belief, Synco was engaged as a subcontractor to

Meeting Street Builders and performed stucco and masonry work and related

components at Shelmore Village.

80. Upon information and belief, Defendants ELI, Fine, Howe, Southcoast

and Synco provided services, labor and material at Shelmore Village as set forth

above as subcontractors to Meeting Street and may hereinafter be referred to

collectively as "MS Subcontractors."

81, Plaintiffs have experienced numerous instances of water intrusion into the
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building, the common elements, the limited common elements, and the individual

condominium units at Shelmore Village.

82. Recently, an architect and professional engineers inspected Shelmore Village

and discovered numerous construction deficiencies, building code violations, deviations

from manufacturer's specifications and substantial resulting damage.

83. Plaintiff POA made repeated demands upon Ecovest, Linden, Guarantee and

Atrium to investigate and cure the defects and repair the resulting damages.

84. These Defendants failed. to remedy the defects. Consequently, water

intrusion through the building envelope and resulting damage to the building, common

elements, limited common elements and the individual condominium units in addition to

personal property of the members of the Plaintiff POA and Plaintiff Class continued

unabated.

85. Plaintiffs are informed and believe that the damage to Shelmore Village, its

common elements, limited common elements, and individual condominium units is a direct

and proximate result of defects and deficiencies in the development, construction and

attempted repairs of Shelmore Village, specifically including, but not limited to, the

following:

(a) In failing to remove and re-flash the windows at Shelmore Village in
accordance with the applicable building code and industry standards;

(b) In installing metal head flashing with a negative slope and sealing the
drainage intersection rendering the flashing ineffective;

(c) In failing to install the windows in accordance with the manufacturer's
installation instructions and the applicable building code;

(d) In applying self-adhered flashing tape over the nailing fin at the sill of the
windows preventing drainage;

(e) In failing to install exterior doors In accordance with the manufacturer's
installation instructions and the applicable building code;
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(f) In falling to install the stucco cladding in accordance with ASTM C-926
and 1063 and other applicable industry standards;

(g) In failing to install the stucco cladding with appropriate through-wall
flashings or other drainage mechanisms;

(h) In failing to install the stucco cladding in accordance with the applicable
building code;

(i) In failing to appropriately seal or caulk the stucco cladding;

(j) In failing to install the stucco cladding in accordance with the,
manufacturer's installation instructions;

(k) In failing to Install the brick cladding in accordance with -industry
standards and the applicable building code;

(I) In failing to install horizontal joint reinforcing within the brick cladding
assembly;

(m) In failing to install appropriate flashings or weep assemblies in the brick
cladding;

(n) In failing to appropriately install through-wall flashing aSsemblies in the
brick cladding;

(o) In failing to install steel lintels with appropriating coating so as to protect
them from the elements resulting in rusting and corroded lintels;

(p) In failing to install the cementitious siding in accordance with
manufacturer's installation instructions and the applicable building code.;

(q) In failing to install the weather resistive barrier in a workmanlike manner,
in accordance with the applicable building code and manufacturer's
installation instructions;

(r) In failing to install an continuous waterproofing system;

(s) In installing defective windows;

(t) In failing to install the exterior cladding in a leak-proof manner;

(u) In failing to install appropriate sealant joints at the intersections of
dissimilar materials in the building envelope;

(v) In failing to install the roof in a leak-proof manner;

(w) In failing to flash deck-to-wall intersections;
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(x) In failing to install a continuous water management system in the
building envelope;

(y) In failing to undertake repairs commensurate with industry standards,
manufacturer's installation instructions and the applicabletuilding code;

(z) In failing to undertake repairs to arrest water intrusion into the buildings;

(aa) In failing to properly and adequately investigate the nature of the
defects;

(bb) In failing to act as a reasonably prudent developer would act under
similar circumstances;

(cc) In _failing to act as a reasonably prudent contractor and subcontractor
would act under similar circumstances;

(dd) In failing to act as a reasonably prudent design professional would act
under similar circumstances; and

(ee) In such other failures as will be shown through the discovery and trial of
this matter.

86. Plaintiffs are informed 'and believe that various components- of Shelmore

Village, including those listed above, are not in compliance with the building codes and

standards which were applicable to this project at the time of construction and must be

replaced or remedied to comply with current building codes and standards applicable to

this project.

87. At the time the Certificates of Occupancy were issued, Shelmore Village

contained latent defects.

88. The Plaintiffs have been and will continue to be proximately damaged by the

latent construction defects existing at Shelrnore Village.

89. The latent design and construction defects caused substantial consequential

and resulting damage to various non-defective components of Shelmore Village's common

elements, limited common elements, and the individual condominium units, in the form of,

inter alia, water intrusion, water damage, rusted/failing fasteners and framing members,
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damage to decks and balconies, damage to insulation, wood components, interior trim,

interior drywall, and non-defective elements of the brick, siding, deck, balconies, windows,

doors, roof, soffit, and water management systems.

90. Notwithstanding that Plaintiffs have properly maintained Shelmore Village

during the period of homeowner control, the construction defects set forth herein caused

occurrences In the form of leaks, defects, and failures within the wall, which are not readily

apparent to one examining the exterior surface thereof.

91. The latent construction defects resulted in continual exposure, to the .ame

generally harmful conditions over time in the form of repeated injurious events that occurred

each and every year since construction, and constitute "occurrences" and compensable

damage. The latent construction defects resulted in repeated water intrusion into the

Shelrnore Village, failure of the components of the exterior envelope, failure of the structural

systems, and other consequential damages. Further, the negligence of each Defendant

herein resulted in damage to the work of the other contractors, subcontractors and trades

and in damage to Shelmore Village, the Plaintiffs' property, and the Plaintiffs' use and

enjoyment of Shelmore Village,

92. Due to the construction defects and resulting property damage, Plaintiffs

have, and in the future will be forced to expend significant sums of money to repair the

damage, will have to pay for professional fees to Investigate the full extent of the problems,

to design remediation plans and specifications to correct the design and construction

deficiencies, and to implement the remediation plan for Shelmore Village.

93. Additionally, Plaintiffs have suffered, and will continue to suffer, loss of use

and enjoyment of Shelmore Village, its common areas, limited common areas, parking

areas and individual condominium units. Such loss and Interference with the use and

enjoyment of Shelmore Village will continue through the time in which repairs are
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undertaken.

94. As a direct and proximate result of the Defendants' actions, Plaintiffs have

spent and will continue to expend substantial sums of money in order to investigate,

renovate and restore She!more Village, to make it safe and habitable and, in addition

thereto, Shelmore Village has suffered a loss in value and depreciation by virtue of the

defects and damages. In addition, Plaintiffs will be required to expend substantial sums

which include, but are not limited to, the cost of the investigation, the design of the repair, the

repair itself and other actual, incidental, consequential, special, direct, and indirect damages

all to Plaintiffs' damage in an amount to be determined.

95. As a result of the conduct referenced herein, Plaintiffs are entitled to punitive

damages in an amount to be determined.

96. This matter arises out of the design, development, construction, repair,

renovation, marketing and sale of Shelmore Village, located in Charleston County.

97. This Honorable Court has jurisdiction over all subject matter_alleged herein and

over all parties hereto, and venue is proper in this forum.

CLASS ACTION ALLEGATIONS

98. Plaintiff Smith, and other similarly situated unit owners, owns an undivided

interest in the common elements and limited common eleMents of Shelmore Village.

99. Pursuant to the common law of South Carolina and Rule 23 of the South

Carolina Rules of Civil Procedure ("SCRCP"), Plaintiff Smith brings this action both

individuallY and as a proposed class action against Defendants on behalf of himself and all

other similarly situated persons and entities, that own condominium units within Shelmore

Village (hereinafter referred to collectively as the "Class"). The Class is more particularly

defined as follows:

All persons and/or entities that own condominium units within Shelmore
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Village.

Excluded from the Class are:

(a) Any Judge presiding over this action and members of their families;

(b) Defendants and any entity in which Defendants have a controlling
interest or which have a controlling interest in Defendants and
Defendants' current or former employees, investors, members, or

officers;

(c) Any former owner of a condominium unit; and

(d) All persons who properly execute and file a timely request for exclusion
froM the Class.

100. As representatives of the Class defined herein pursuant to Rule 23(a) of the

South Carolina Rules of Civil Procedure, the Plaintiffs seek to recover monetary damages

from the Defendants, for negligence, gross negligence, recklessness, wantonness,

willfulness, breach of fiduciary duties, breach of express and implied warranties, with

respect to their duties as a developer in the development, marketing, sale of, administration,

care, and maintenance and/or repair of Shelrnore Village, as well as their duties to design

and construct Shelmore Village free from defects and in accordance with all applicable

building and dwelling codes.

101. Numerosity: The Class is composed of In excess of forty-one persons or

entitles geographically dispersed throughout the State of South Carolina and other states,

the joinder of whom In one action Is impractical. When spouses and co-owners are

considered, the Class is expected to be in excess of eighty persons or entities.

102. Commonality, Questions of law and fact common to the Class exist as to all

members of the Class and predominate over any questions affecting only individual

members of the Class. These common legal and factual issues include, but are not limited

to, the following:

(a) Whether the exterior cladding systems (brick, cement siding and
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stucco) were installed in accordance with the applicable building code;

(b) Whether the Defendants negligently installed the windows;

(c) Whether the Defendants negligently failed to install thru-wall flashings;

(d) Whether the Defendants negligently installed a weather resistive
barrier;

(e) Whether Defendants knew or should have known of these defects;

(f) Whether repairs undertaken by the Defendants were performed in a

negligent or grossly negligent manner;

(g) Whether .Defendants have acted or refused to act on grounds
generally applicable to the Class;

(h) Whether Defendants are financially responsible to pay the full costs
and expenses of repairs;

(i) Whether Plaintiffs and the Class are entitled to compensatory
damages, including, among other things: (i) compensation for all out-
of-pocket monies expended by other members Of the Class for

repair/replacement of building components, as well as

repair/replacement of other propert9 damage; (ii) temporary repairs;
and (iii) compensation for loss of use; and

(j) Whether the Plaintiffs are entitled to prejudgment interest, attorneys'
fees and costs from Defendants.

103. Typicality: Plaintiff Smith'sclaims are typical of the claims of the members of

the Class, as all such claims arise out of Defendants' wrongful conduct in the design,

development, construction, reconstruction, marketing, selling, management and repair of

Shelmore Village.

104. Adequate Representation: Plaintiff Smith will fairly and adequately protect the

interests of the members of the Class and has no interests antagonistic to those of the

Class. Plaintiffs have retained counsel experienced in the prosecution of construction

defect claims and complex litigation, including condominium defect claims and class

actions.

105. Predominance and Superiority: This class action is appropriate for
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certification because questions of law and fadt common to the members of the Class

predominate over questions affecting only individual members, and a Class action is

superior to other available methods for the fair and efficient adjudication of this

controversy, since, among other things, individual joinder of all members of the Class is

impracticable. Should individual Class Members be required to bring separate actions, this

Court would be confronted with a multiplicity of lawsuits burdening the court system while

also creating the risk of inconsistent rulings and contradictory judgments. In contrast to

proceeding on a case-by-case basis, in whicl.:1 inconsistent results will magnify-the .delay.

and expense to all parties and the cOurt system, this class action presents far fewer

.management difficulties while providing unitary adjudication, economies of scale and

comprehensive supervision by a single Court.

106. Defendants have acted on grounds generally applicable to the Class. Class

certification is appropriate under South Carolina law because Defendants engaged in a

uniform and common practice vis-à-vis each class member. All Class Members have the

same legal right to, and interest in, redress for damages associated with the defective

conditions existing within Shelmore Village.

107. Plaintiff POA and the Class, who are all members of the POA, envision no

unusual difficulty in the management of this action as a class action.

108. Each Class Member has an interest of more than $100.00.

109. The amount of money at stake for each Class Member is not sufficient for

each member to hire their own counsel, forensic engineers and architects and bring their

own action.

FOR A FIRST CAUSE OF ACTION

(Breach of Implied Warranty of Habitability as to Ecovest)

110. Plaintiffs incorporate the allegations of the foregoing paragraphs as if fully
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restated herein.

111. In marketing and selling Shelmore Village or otherwise placing Shelmore

Village into the stream of commerce, Ecovest, by operation of law, impliedly warranted that

She!more Village would be habitable and free from all defects.

112. Ecovest breached the implied warranty of habitability by constructing,

renovating, repairing, marketing and selling a defective project as set forth above.

113. As a direct, foreseeable and proximate result of Ecovest's breach of the implied

warranty of habitability, the Plaintiffs suffered significant physical damage to Shelmore

Village, including water intrusion, loss of use, as well as diminution in its value. The Plaintiffs

have further been damaged in that they have spent, and will continue to expend, large sums

of money in order to determine the extent of the damage to Shelmore Village and to repair it.

114. Any attempts by Ecovest to disclaim the warranty of habitability are void and

unenforceable under the law of South Carolina as interpreted by the South Carolina

Supreme Court in that, inter alia, the purported disclaimer was not conspicuous and, does

not specifically mention the warranty of habitability, and was not specifically bargained for

with Plaintiffs or with the other individual condominium unit owners or purchasers.

115. Plaintiffs are entitled to a judgment against Ecovest in an amount to be

proven at trial for all direct, indirect, actual, resulting and consequential damages

proximately caused by Ecovest's breach of the warranty of habitability.

FOR A SECOND CAUSE OF ACTION

(Breach of Fiduciary Duty as to Ecovest)

116. Plaintiffs incorporate the allegations of the foregoing paragraphs as if fully

restated herein.

117. During the time that Ecovest controlled the actions of the Board of Directors,

Ecovest and Jeffrey Roberts, Joe Jarvis, Jason Fabrizio, Austin Stone and Jack Brickman
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owed the Plaintiffs, and all other unit owners, a fiduciary duty to place the interests of the

Plaintiffs and the POA above the interests of Ecovest. This fiduciary duty included a duty

to conduct a good faith investigation of all possible design and constructiondeficiencies at

Shelmore Village without regard to whether Ecovest was ultimately liable for all damages

arising from the deficiencies in design, construction and repair and to make appropriate

and code-compliant repairs.

118. Ecovest also owed a non-delegable duty to the Plaintiffs to ensure that all of

th-e coMmon elements and limited comMon elements of Shelmore Village were either in

good repair and in compliance with all applicable building codes, or that sufficient funds

had been provided to the POA by Ecovest to make any necessary repairs-at the time of

transition of control of the Board from Ecovest to the owners of Shelmore Village

condominium units,

119. Ecovest and the Ecovest-appointed Board .of Directors failed to make...the

needed repairs to the common elements, limited common elements, and other building

components before transition of control of the Board from Ecovest to the owners of

Shelrnore Village condominium units and failed to mitigate continuing damage to Shelmore

Village and, instead, made repairs they knew, or should have known, were cosmetic in

nature without addressing the root cause of the water Intrusion and 'without providing a

permanent solution.

120. Further, in violation of South Carolina law, Ecovest failed to adequately fund

the POA so that it could make the necesSary repairs.

121. By failing to repair the common elements, limited common elements, and

other building components and by failing to properly fund the POA for the purpose of

making such repairs, Ecovest and the Ecovest-appointed Board of Directors breached

their fiduciary duties and other non-delegable duties owed to the Plaintiffs.
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122, As a proximate and direct result of the breach of fiduciary duties on the part of

Ecovest and the Ecovest-controlled Board of Directors, Plaintiffs have spent and will

continue to expend substantial sums of money in order to renovate and restore Shelrildre

Village to make it safe and habitable, and in addition thereto, Shelmore Village suffered a

-loss in value and depreciation by virtue of the defects and damages. In addition, Plaintiffs

will be required to expend substantial sums which include, but are not limited to, the cost of

the investigation, the design of the repair, the repair itself and other actual, incidental,

consequential, special, direct, and indirect damages all to Plaintiffs' damage in-an amount to

be determined.

123. Additionally, plaintiffs have suffered, and will continue to suffer, loss of use of

their units as well as the common areas and the limited commonareaS of the building.

Such loss will continue through the ihterference with the use and enjoyment of the

common areas and limited common areas during the time in which construction repairs are

undertaken to Shelmore Village.

124. The Plaintiffs are entitled to a judgment against Ecovest for all actual, direct,

indirect, resulting and consequential damages proximately caused by the breach of their

fiduciary and other non-delegable duties in an amount to be proven at trial.

FOR A THIRD CAUSE OF ACTION

(Negligence Gross Negligence as to Ecovest)

125. Plaintiffs hereby incorporate the allegations of the foregoing paragraphs as if

fully restated herein.

126. As the developers of Shelmore Village, Ecovest owed a duty of due care to

the Plaintiffs in overseeing the construction, renovation, management, and operation of

Shelmore Village.

127. Ecovest breached the duty of due care they owed to Plaintiffs by marketing,
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developing, constructing, renovating and selling a defective condominium project as set

forth above, as well as through one or more of the following particulars:

(a) By failing to properly select the professional engineer, general contractor,
and materials used in the construction and renovation of SheImre
Village;

(b) By failing to properly oversee the design, construction and renovation,
including the selection of contractors and subcontractors, of She !more

Village when they planned to sell the condominium units to members of
the public for profit;

(c) By failing to heed the warnings of their design professional, Clancy Wells
Architects;

(d) By failing to follow design and repair specifications of their design
professional, Clancy Wells Architects;

(e) By negligently making misrepresentations to the Plaintiffs concerning the

quality of the construction of Shelmore Village;

(f) By failing to properly and prudently fund and effect repairs tothe common

elements, limited common elements, and .individual Units Of Shelmore
Village when they controlled the POA and its Board of Directors;

(g) By failing to properly and prudently fund the POA before transition of
control of the Board to the individual condominium unit owners;

(h) By engaging in self-dealing and self-interested transactions while allowing
the defects and resulting damage at Shelmore Village to continue
unabated;

(i) By attempting to insert anti-suit provisions in Shelmore Village's governing
documents without negotiation, discussion, or consent from the owners;

(j) By attempting to insert warranty waivers in Shelmore Village's governing
documents without negotiation, discussion or consent from the owners;
and

(k) In such other failures that will be shown during the discovery of this case

and at trial.

128. The negligent acts and omissions of Ecovest were the proximate causes of

construction and design deficiencies set forth above, which resulted in property damage

and financial damages to Plaintiffs.

129. Due to the design and construction defects and resulting property damage
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caused by Ecovest's negligence, Plaintiffs have spent, and will continue to expend,

substantial sums of money in order to renovate and restore Shelmore Village to make it safe

and habitable. In addition thereto, She!more Village suffered a loss in value and depredation

by virtue of the defects and damages which include, but are not limited to, the cost of the

investigation, the design of the repair, the repair itself and other actual, incidental,

consequential, special, direct, and indirect damages all to Plaintiffs' damage In an amount to

be determined.

130. Additionally, Plaintiffs have, and will continue to, suffer loss of use of the

common areas and the limited common areas of Shelmore Village. Such loss will continue

through the interference with the use and enjoyment of the common areas and limited

common areas of Shelmore Village during the time in Which construction repairs are

undertaken.

131. As a direct and proximate result of the negligence and goss negligence of

Ecovest, the Plaintiffs are entitled to a judgment against Ecovest for all actual, direct,

indirect, resulting, consequential and punitive damages in an amount to be determined at

the trial Of this case.

FOR A FOURTH CAUSE OF ACTION
(Amalgamation as to Ecovest)

132. Plaintiffs incorporate the allegations of the foregoing paragraphs as if fully

restated herein.

133. Ecovest Development, LLC and Ecovest 'Charleston, LLC collectively held.

themselves out to the Plaintiffs and the public as the developer of Shelmore Village.

134. Upon information and belief, Ecovest Development, Ecovest Charleston and

their agents, officers, directors, members, and owners wholly own and/or completely

dominate and control Ecovest S&S Shelmore Development, LLC.
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135. Upon information and belief, Ecovest S&S Shelmore Development, LLC at all

times relevant to this action:

(a) Failed to observe corporate formalities;

(b) Was grossly undercapitalized for the purposes of the corporate
undertaking, to wit, the development, construction, renovation, marketing,
and sale of Shelmore Village and the remediation of any and all defects in
the design and construction of Shelmore Village;

(c) Was controlled by Ecovest Development and Ecovest Charleston and
their agents, officers, directors, members and owners to such an extent
that It was merely a facade for the operations of Ecovest Development
and Ecovest Charleston and their agents, officers, directors, memberS
and owners;

(d) Does not have any functioning officers or directors that are independent of
Ecovest Development and Ecovest Charleston;

(e) Does not have any employees that are independent of Ecovest

Development and Ecovest Charleston;

(f) Shares the same address and telephone nurnbe as Ecovest

Development and Ecovest Charleston; and

(g) Is functionally insolvent.

136. In additibn, upon information and belief, any and all funds that were paid .to

Ecovest S&S Shelmore Development, through the sale of the individual units contained

within Shelmore Village, were siphoned from the company by Ecovest, and its agents,

directors, officers, members and/or owners

137. Ecovest Development, Ecovest Charleston and their agents, directors, officers,

members and/or owners, dominated and controlled Ecovest S&S Shelmore Development

such that it was merely an alter ego of Ecovest Development and Ecovest Charleston set up

to shield Ecovest Development and Ecovest Charleston from liability resulting from their

marketing, construction, renovation and sale of Shelmore Village.

138. UpOn information and belief the interests of Ecovest Development, Ecovest

Charleston and their agents, directors, officers, members and/or owners, and Ecovest S&S
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Shelmore Development are so amalgamated that the Plaintiffs are entitled to disregard the

corporate forms and recover against Ecovest Development and Ecovest Charleston.

139. Further, Ecovest Development's website (www.ecovestcharleston.com),

other marketing materials, and press releases claim She[more Village to be one of Its

developments.

140, It would be inequitable to allow the true developers to hide behind a corporate

shield that has no basis in fact for the express purpose of avoiding their obligations,

responsibilities and liabilities to thePlaintiffs...

141. Because the interests of Ecovest Development, Ecovest Charleston and their

agents, directors, officers, members and owners, and Ecovest S&S Shelmore Development

are so amalgamated, Plaintiffs are entitled to disregard the corporate forms and recover

against Ecovest Development, Ecovest Charleston and their agents, directors, officers,

members and owners in an amount to be determined by the trier of fact.

FOR A FIFTH CAUSE OF ACTION
(Negligence Gross Negligence as to Linden Construction, Defendant

Subcontractors and Atrium Builders)

142. Plaintiffs incorporate the allegations of the foregoing paragraphs as if fully

restated herein.

143. Linden and Atrium, and Defendant Subcontractors, either by their own

employees or through the use of subcontractors, constructed and renovated Shelmore

Village, its common elements and limited common elements.

144. At all times relevant hereto, Linden, Defendant Subcontractors and Atrium and

their agents, servants, employees, and/or subcontractors undertook and owed a duty to the

Plaintiffs and its members to perform their work at Shelrnore Village in accordance with the

applicable building and dwelling codes, approved construction plans and specifications, and

in a careful, diligent, and workmanlike manner, free from latent defects
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145. Linden, Defendant Subcontractors and Atrium and their agents, servants,

employees, and/or subcontractors were negligent, careless, reckless, willful and wanton in

failing to perform their work in accordance with the applicable building and dwelling codes,

approved construction plans and specifications, and in failing to perform their work in a

careful, diligent, and workmanlike manner, free from latent defects, thereby breaching the

above-referenced duties by, 'Jilt not limited toi the particulars previously set forth above.

146. As a direct, foreseeable and proximate result of the negligence and gross

negligence of Linden, Defendant Subcontractors and Atrium, Plaintiffs have spent and will

continue to expend substantial sums of money in order to renovate and restore Shelmore

Village to make it safe and habitable, and in addition thereto, Shelmore Village suffered a

loss.in value and depreciation by virtue of the defects and damages. In addition, Plaintiffs will

be required to expend substantial sums which include, but arenot limited to, the cost of the

investigation, the design of the repair, the repair itself and other actual, incidental,

consequential, special, direct, and indirect damages all to Plaintiffs' damage in an amount to

be determined.

147. Additionally, Plaintiffs have, and will continue to, suffer loss of use of the

common areas and the limited common areas of Shelmore Village. Such loss will continue

through the interference with the use and enjoyment of the common areas and limited

common areas of Shelmore Village during the time in which construction repairs are

undertaken.

148. The violation of applicable building codes constitutes negligence per.se.

149. The breach of duty, code violations, and deviations from industry standards on

the part of Linden, Defendant Subcontractors and Atrium and their agents, servants,

employees and/or subcontractors constitute gross negligence, entitling Plaintiffs to an award

of all actual, direct, indirect, resulting, consequential, and punitive damages.
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150. As a result of the negligence and gross negligence of Linden, Defendant

Subcontractors and Atrium and their agents, servants, employees and/or subcontractors,

the Plaintiffs are entitled to a judgment against Linden, Defendant Subcontractors and

Atrium for all actual, direct, indirect, resulting, consequential, and punitive damages in an

amount to be determined at the trial of this case.

FOR A SIXTH CAUSE OF ACTION
(Breach of Implied Warranty of Workmanlike Service as to

Linden Construction, Defendant Subcontractors and Atrium Builders)

151. Plaintiffs incorporate the allegations of the foregoing paragraphs as if fully

restated herein.

152. By undertaking and performing construction work at Shelmore Village,

Linden, Defendant Subcontractors and Atrium impliedly warranted that their work would be

performed in a careful, diligent, and workmanlike manner and would be free from.all defects: -r 7-

153. Linden, Defendant Subcontractors and Atrium and their agents, servants,

employees and subcontractors breached the implied warranty of workmanlike service by

constructing a project with the defects and deficiencies set forth above.

154. Plaintiffs have been proximately damaged by Linden, Defendant

Subcontractors and Atrium's breach of their implied warranty of workmanlike service in that

Plaintiffs have spent, and will continue to expend, substantial sums of money in order to

renovate and restore Shelmore Village to make it safe and habitable. In addition thereto,

She!more Village suffered a loss in value and depreciation by virtue of the defects and

damages which include, but are not limited to, the cost of the investigation, the design of the

repair, the repair itself and other actual, incidental, consequential, special, direct, and indirect

damages all to Plaintiffs' damage in an amount to be determined.

155. Additionally, Plaintiffs have, and will continue to, suffer loss of use of the

common areas and the limited common areas of She!more Village. Such loss will continue
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through the interference with the use and enjoyment of the common areas and limited

common areas of Shelrnore Village during the time ln which construction repairs are

undertaken.

156. As a direct and proximate result of Linden, Defendant Subcontractors and

Atrium's breach of their implied warranties, Plaintiff is entitled to a judgment against

Linden, Defendant Subcontractors and Atrium for all actual, direct, indirect, resulting and

consequential damages in an amount to be proven at the trial of this case.

FOR A SEVENTH CAUSE OF ACTION

(Breach of Performance Bond as to Linden and Guarantee)

157. Plaintiffs hereby incorporate the allegations of the foregoing paragraphs as if

fully restated herein.

158. Guarantee provided a surety bond to the Plaintiff POA guaranteeing the
7-1

proper-performance of the obligations of Linden and others supplying labor and material

for the renovation of Shelmore Village.

159. Guarantee has actual notice of Linden's breach of its obligations.

Nevertheless, Guarantee has failed and refused to guarantee Linden's proper

performance of its work, thereby breaching the terms of its bond.

160. Plaintiffs have been damaged by Guarantee's breach of its bond and

Plaintiffs are entitled to recover from Guarantee any and all damages that plaintiffs may

suffer as a result of Linden's breach of its obligations, duties and Linden's negligence.

FOR AN EIGHTH CAUSE OF ACTION

(Breach of Warranty as to Broadway)

161. Plaintiffs hereby incorporate the allegations of the foregoing paragraphs as if

fully restated herein.

162. Upon information and belief, Broadway, pursuant to his contract with

Ecovest, expressly warranted that his plans, specifications, details, instructions and other
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instruments of service would be in compliance with all applicable ordinances, codes,

regulations, statutes, and industry standards.

163. Broadway warranted the sufficiency of his design, plans, specifications,

details and instructions for Shelmore Village to the Plaintiffs.

164. Plaintiffs are beneficiaries of the express and implied warranties provided by

Broadway.

1, 65. As indicated in the Affidavit of Jason D. Gregorie, PE, CFM, which is attached

hereto 'as Exhibit A, and which is incorporated herein by reference, Broadway breached his

express and implied warranties by failing to design the Shelmore Village renovations free

from defects and in compliance with the applicable building codes and industry standards

and otherwise directing that work be performed in violation of the applicable building code,

manufacturer's installation instructions and industry standards of care.

166. Plaintiffs have been proximately dama0ed by Broadway's breach of his

express and implied warranties in that Plaintiffs have spent, and will continue to expend,

substantial sums of money in order to renovate and restore Shelmore Village to make it safe

and habitable. In addition thereto, SheImore Village suffered a loss in value and depreciation

by, virtue of the defects and damages which include, but are not limited to, the cost of the

investigation, the design of the repair, the repair itself, and other actual, incidental,

consequential, special, direct, and indirect damages all to Plaintiffs' damage in an amount to

be determined.

167. Additionally, Plaintiffs have, and will continue to, suffer loss of use of the

common areas and the limited common areas of Shelmore Village. Such loss will continue

through the interference with the use and enjoyment of the common areas and limited

common areas of Shelmore Village during the time In which construction repairs are

undertaken.
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168. As a direct and proximate result of Broadway's breach of express and implied

warranties, the Plaintiffs are entitled to a judgment against Broadway for all actual, direct,

indirect, resulting and consequential damages in an amount to be proven at trial.

FOR A NINTH CAUSE OF ACTION
(Negligence Gross Negligence as to Broadway)

169. Plaintiffs incorporate the allegations of the foregoing paragraphs as if fully

restated herein.

•.-.:170. BroadWay agreed to provide professional engineering services for the design

and engineering of the renovations at Shelmore Village, specifiCally including, buf not

limited to, the issuance of plans, specifications, details, directives and instructions for the

renovation of She!more Village. These documents and/or instruments of service were

required to be in compliance with all applicable ordinances, building codes, regulations,

statutes, and industry standards.

171. Upon information and belief, Broadway agreed to make periodic visits to

Shelmore Village during constrUCtion and,perform other contract administration services to

observe, among other things, whether the construction was being completed in

accordance with the plans and specifications and all applicable building codes.

172. It was foreseeable that Plaintiffs and its members, as the owners of Shelmore

Village' common elements and limited common elements, would be damaged if Broadway

breached the above-referenced duties. As such, Broadway owed a duty of due care to the

Plaintiffs and its members.

173. As indicated In the Affidavit of Jason D. Gregorie, PE, CFM, which is attached

hereto as Exhibit A, and which is incorporated herein by reference, Broadway breached his

duty of care in the following particulars, including but not limited to:

(a) Failing to properly design and prepare specifications, details and
instructions for Shelmore Village which were compliant with all applicable
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building codes and professional standards;

(b) Failing to specify products that were in compliance with applicable
building codes;

(c) Falling to design and specify an exterior cladding system for Shelmore
Village with an adequate water management system to prevent water
from intruding into the interior of the condominium units or the wall cavities
of the building;

(d) Failing to design and specify an adequate water management system in
and around building openings, including, but not limited to, the exterior
windows at Shelmore Village;

(e) Failing to design and specify deck-to-wall interection waterprdOfirig thai-
complies with applicable building codes and design standards;

(f) Failing to properly administer, observe and inspect the construction of
Shelrnore Village for compliance with the plans and specifications and
applicable building codes;

(g) In specifically directing work that was in violation of the applicable building
code, manufacturer's installation instructions and industry standards;.

(h) Failing to properly carry out inspections and contract adrninistratibh dutiesr

(i) Failing to act as a reasonably prudent design professional would act
under similar circumstances;

(j) Failing to detect deficient and non-code compliant work by Linden, Atrium
and their subcontractors; and

(k) Such other breaches of the standard of care which are determined during
the ongoing investigation of design deficiencies at Shelmore Village.

174. As a direct, foreseeable and proximate result of the negligence, design

defects and resulting property damage, Plaintiffs have spent, and will continue to expend,

substantial sums of money in order to• renovate and restore Shelmore Village to make it safe

and habitable, In addition thereto, Shelmore Village suffered a loss in value and depreciation

by 'virtue of the defects and damages which include, but are not limited to, the Cost of the

investigation, the design of the repair, the repair itself and other actual, incidental,

consequential, special, direct, and indirect damages all to Plaintiffs' damage in an amount to

be determined.
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.175. Additionally, Plaintiffs have, and will continue to, suffer loss of use of the

common areas and the limited common areas of Shelmore Village. Such loss will continue

through the interference with the use and enjoyment of the common areas and limited

common areas of Shelmore Village during the time in which construction repairs are

undertaken.

176. As a direct and proximate result of Broadway's negligence, Pleinilffs are

entitled to a judgment against Broadway for all actual, direct, indirect, resulting 'and

consequential damages in an amount to be proven at trial.

FOR A TENTH CAUSE OF ACTION
(Breach of Implied Warranty of Habitability as to Meeting Street)

177, Plaintiffs incorporate the allegations of the foregoing paragraphs as if fully

restated herein.

178. In designing, developing, marketing and selling Shelmore Village or othorwise-

-placing Shelmore Village into the stream of commerce, Meeting Street, by operation of law,

impliedly warranted that Shelmore Village would be habitable and free from all defecfs.

179, Meeting Street breached the implied warranty of habitability by designing,

developing, constructing, marketing and selling a defective project as set forth above.

180. As a direct, foreseeable and proximate result of Meeting Street's breach of the

implied warranty of habitability, the Plaintiffs suffered significant. physical damage to

Shelmore Village, including water intrusion, loss of use, as well as diminution in its value.

The Plaintiffs have further been damaged in that they have spent, and will continue to

expend, large sums of money in order to determine the extent of the damage to Shelmore

Village and to repair it.

181. Any attempts by Meeting Street to disclaim the warranty of habitability are

void and unenforceable under the law of South Carolina as interpreted by the South
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Carolina Supreme Court in that, inter alia, the purported disclaimer was not conspicuous

and, does not specifically mention the warranty of habitability, and was not specifically

bargained for with Plaintiffs or with the other individual condominium unit owners or

purchasers.

182. Plaintiffs are entitled to a judgment against Meeting Street in an amount to be

proven at trial for all direct, indirect, actual, resulting and consequential damages

proximately caused by Meeting Street's breach of the warranty of habitability.

FOR AN ELEVENTH CAUSE OF 'ACTION

(Negligence Gross Negligence as to Meeting Street)

183. Plaintiffs hereby incorporate the allegations of the foregoing paragraphs as if

fully restated herein.

184. As the original developers of She!more Village, Meeting Street.owed a duty of

due. care to the Plaintiffs in overseeing the design, development, constrUCtion,

management, and operation of Shelmore Village.

185. Meeting Street breached the duty of due care they owed to Plaintiffs by

marketing, designing, developing, constructing,. and selling a defective condominium

project as set forth above, as well as through one or more of the following particulars:

(a) By failing to properly select the design professional, general contractor,
and materials used in the construction and renovation of Shelmore
Village;

(b) By failing to properly oversee the design and construction, including
the selection of contractors and subcontractors, of Shelmore Village
when they planned to sell the condominium units to members of the

public for profit;

(c) By negligently making misrepresentations to the Plaintiffs concerning
the quality of the construction of Shelmore Village;

(d) By failing to properly and .prudently fund and effect repairs to the
common elements, limited common elements, and individual units of
Shelmore Village when they controlled 'the POA and its Board of

Directors;
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(e) By engaging in self-dealing and self-interested transactions while
allowing the defects and resulting damage at Shelmore Village to

continue unabated;

(f) By attempting to insert anti-suit provisions in Shelmore Village's
governing documents without negotiation, discussion, or consent from
the owners;

(g) By attempting to insert warranty waivers in Shelrnore Village's
governing documents without negotiation, discussion or consent from
the owners;and.

(h) In such other failures that will be shown during the discovery of this case

and at trial.

186. The negligentacts and omissions of Meeting Street .are the proximate

causes of construction and design deficiencies set forth above, which resulted in property

damage and financial damages to Plaintiffs.

187. Due to the design and construction defects and resulting .property damage

caused by Meeting Street's negligence, Plaintiffs have spent, and will continue .to expend,

substantial sums of money in order to renovate and restore Shelmore Village to make it safe

and habitable. In addition thereto, Shelmore Village suffered a loss in value and

depreciation by virtue of the defects and damages which include, but are pot limited to, the

cost of the investigation, the design of the repair, the repair itself and other actual, incidental,

consequential, special, direct, and indirect damages all to Plaintiffs' damage in an amount to

be determined.

188. Additionally, Plaintiffs have, and will continue to, suffer loss of use of the

common areas and the limited common areas of Shelmore Village. Such loss will continue

through the interference with the use and enjoyment of the common areas and limited

common areas of Shelmore Village during the time in which construction repairs are

undertaken.

189. As a direct and proximate result of the negligence and gross negligence of
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Meeting Street, the Plaintiffs are entitled to a judgment against Meeting Street for all

actual, direct, indirect, resulting, consequential and punitive damages in an amount to be

determined at the trial Of this case.

FOR A TWELFTH CAUSE OF ACTION
(Negligence Gross Negligence as Meeting Street Builders and MS Subcontractors)

190. Plaintiffs incorporate the allegations of the foregoing paragraphs as if fully

restated herein.

—191. Meeting Street Builders and MS Subcontractors, either by their own

employees or through the use of subcontractors, constructed all Or portions of Shermore

Village, its common elements and limited common elements.

192. At all times releVant hereto, Meeting Street Builders and MS Subcontractors,

their agents, servants, employees, and/or subcontractors undertook ancrowed a duty to the

Plaintiffs and its members to perform their work at Shelmore Village ifi• addordance with the

applicable building and dwelling codes, approved construction plans and specifications, and

in a careful, diligent, and workmanlike manner, free from latent defects.

193. Meeting Street Builders and MS Subcontractors, their agents, servants,

employees, and/or subcontractors were negligent, careless, reckless, willful and wanton in

failing to perform their work in accordance with the applicable building and dwelling codes,

approved construction plans and specifications, and In failing to perform their work in a

careful, diligent, and workmanlike manner, free from latent defects, thereby breaching the

above-referenced duties by, but not limited to, the particulars previously set forth above.

194. As a direct, foreseeable and proximate result Of the negligence and gross

negligence of Meeting Street Builders and MS Subcontractors, Plaintiffs have spent and

will continue to expend substantial. sums of money in order to renovate and restore

Shelmore Village to make it safe and habitable, 6nd in addition thereto, Shelmore Village
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suffered a loss in value and depreciation by virtue of the defects and damages. In addition,

Plaintiffs will be required to expend substantial sums which include, but are not limited to, the

cost of the investigation, the design of the repair, the repair itself and other actual, incidental,

consequential, special, direct, and indirect damages all to Plaintiffs' damage in an amount to

be determined.

195. Additionally, Plaintiffs have, and will continue to, suffer loss of use of the

coMmon areas and the limited common areas of Shelmore Village. Such loss will continue

'through the interference with the use and enjoyment of the common areas and limited.

comMon areas of Shelmore Village during the time in which construction repairs are

undertaken.

196. The violation of applicable building codes constitutes negligence per se.

197. The breach of duty, code violations, and deviations from industry standards on

the part of Meeting Street Builders and MS Subcontractors, their agents, servants,

employees and/or subcontractors constitute gross negligence, entitling Plaintiffs to an award

of all actual, direct, Indirect, resulting, consequential, and punitive damages.

198. As a result of the negligence and gross negligence of Meeting Street Builders

and MS Subcontractors, their agents, servants, employees and/or subcontractors,

Plaintiffs are entitled to a judgment against, Meeting Street Builders and MS

Subcontractors for all actual, direct, indirect, resulting, consequential, and punitive

damages in an amount to be determined at the trial of this case.

FOR A THIRTEENTH CAUSE OF ACTION

(Breach of Implied Warranty of Workmanlike Service as to

Meeting Street Builders and MS Subcontractors)

199. Plaintiffs incorporate the allegations of the foregoing paragraphs as if fully

restated herein.

200. By undertaking and performing construction work at Shelmore Village,
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Meeting Street Builders and MS Subcontractors irnpliedly warranted that their work would

be performed in a careful, diligent, and workmanlike Manner and would be free from all

defects,

201. Meeting Street Builders and MS Subcontractors, their agents, servants,

employees and subcontractors breached the implied warranty of workmanlike service by

constructing a project with the defects and deficiencies set forth.

202. Plaintiffs have been proximately damaged by Meeting Street Builders' and.

MS Subcontractors' breach of their implied warranty of workmanlike service in that

Plaintiffs have spent, and will continue to expend, subStantial sums of money in order to

renovate and restore Shelmore Village to make it safe and habitable. In addition thereto,

Shelmore Village suffered a loss in value and depreciation by virtue of the defects and

.damages which include, but are not limited to, the cost of the investigation, the design of the

repair, the repair itself and other actual, incidental, consequential, special, direct, and indirect

damages all to Plaintiffs' damage in an amount to be determined.

203. Additionally, Plaintiffs have, and will continue to, suffer loss of use of the

common areas and the limited common areas of Shelmore Village. Such loss will continue

through the interference with the use and enjoyment of the common areas and limited

common areas of She!more Village during the time in which construction repairs are

undertaken.

204. As a direct and proximate result of Meeting Street .Builders' and MS

Subcontractors' breach of their implied warranties, Plaintiffs are entitled to a judgment

against Meeting Street Builders and MS Subcontractors for all actual, direct, indirect,

resulting and consequential damages in an amount to be proven at the trial of this case.
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FOR A FOURTEENTH CAUSE OF ACTION
(Amalgamation as to Meeting Street)

205. Plaintiffs incorporate the allegations of the foregoing paragraphs as if fully

restated herein.

206. MS Shelrnore Village, LLC and Meeting Street Companies, LLC collectively

'held themselves out to the Plaintiffs and the public as the developer of Shelmore Village.

207. Upon information and belief, Meeting Street Companies, LLC and its agents,

officers, directors, members, and owners wholly own and/or completely dominate and

control MS Shelmore Village, LLC and 1VIeeting Street Builders, LLC.

208. Upon information and belief, MS Shelmore Village, LLC and Meeting Street

Builders, LLC at all times relevant to this action:

(a) Failed to observe corporate formalities;

(b) Were grossly Undercapitalized for the purposes of the corporate
undertaking, to wit, the development, construction, marketing, and sale
of Shelrnore Village;

(c) Were dominated and controlled by Meeting Street Companies and if
agents, officers, directors, members and owners to such an extent that
it was merely a facade for the operations of Meeting Street Companies
and its agents, officers, directors, members and owners;

(d) Do not have any functioning officers or directors that are independent
of Meeting Street Companies;

(e) Do not have any employees that are independent of Meeting Street

Companies;

(f) Share the same address and telephone number as Meeting Street

Companies; and

(g) Are functionally insolvent.

209. In addition, upon information and belief, any and all funds that were paid to

MS Shelmore Village, through the sale of the individual units contained within Shelmore

Village, were siphoned from the company by Meeting Street Companies, and its agents,

directors, officers, members and/or owners.
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210. MS She !more Village and Meeting Street Builders and their agents, directors,

officers, members and/or owners, dominated and controlled Meeting Street Companies

such that they were merely alter egos of Meeting Street Companies set up to shield Meeting

Street Companies from liability resulting from their marketing, consti-uction, and sale of

Shelmore Village.

211. Upon information and belief the interests of MS Shelmore Village and Meeting

Street Builders and their agents, directors, officers, members and/or owners, and Meeting

Street Companies are so amalgamated that the Plaintiffs are entitled to disregard the

corporate forms and recover against Meeting Street Companies.

212. It would be inequitable to allow the true developers to hide behind a corporate

shield that has no basis in fact for the express purpose of avoiding their obligations,

responsibilities and liabilities to the Plaintiffs..

213. Because the interests of Meeting Street Companies and their agents, directors,

officers, members and owners, and MS She!more Village and Meeting Street Builders are

so amalgamated, Plaintiffs are entitled to disregard the corporate forms and recover against

Meeting Street Companies and their agents, directors, officers, members and owners in an

amount to be determined by the trier of fact.

FOR A FIFTEENTH CAUSE OF ACTION
(Negligence Gross Negligence as to Windsor Windows)

214. Plaintiffs hereby incorporate the allegations of the foregoing paragraphs as if

fully restated herein.

215. Upon information and belief, Windsor Windows designed, manufactured,

marketed, distributed, sold and/or otherwise placed into the stream of commerce, the

fenestration products that were installed at Shelmore Village.

216, Windsor Windows had a duty to use due care in the design, manufacture and
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testing of the fenestration that were installed at Shelmore Village.

217. Windsor Windows was negligent, grossly negligent, willful, wanton, careless,

heedless and reckless in one or more of the following particulars:

(a) In developing and designing the fenestration products in a defective
manner;

(b) In failing to reasonably test the fenestration products to determine if they
were in accordance with applicable building codes and industry
standards;

(c) In failing to use the degree of care and caution that a reasonably prudent
manufacturer would have used in manufacturing -the, fenestration

products installed at Shelmore Village; and

(d) In marketing and selling its fenestration products for installation at
Shelmore Village when it knew or should have „known that the
fenestration products were defective.

218. Windsor Windows's negligence has allowed water to continuously intrude into

the building envelope at Shelmore Village, which has resulted in actual property damage to

Shelmore Village beyond the work product itself.

219. Plaintiff has been damaged in that it will have to expend large sums in order to

determine the extent of the damage to the structure and to have it repaired.

220. Windsor Windows's negligence has drastically diminished the value of

Shelmore Village.

221. Windsor Windows's breach of duty in designing, manufacturing, marketing,

distributing, and selling the defective fenestration products constitutes gross negligence,

entitling the Plaintiffs to a recovery of actual, consequential, and punitive damages.

FOR A SIXTEENTH CAUSE OF ACTION

(Strict Liability Products Liability as to Defendant Windsor Windows)

222. Plaintiffs hereby incorporate the allegations of the foregding paragraphs as if

fully restated herein.

223: Upon information and belief, Windsor Windows is in the business of designing,
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manufacturing, marketing, distributing, selling, and/or installing fenestration products.

Windsor Windows marketed the fenestration products installed at She lmore Village as ones

that would provide a safe and durable barrier from the elements.

224. Windsor Windows's fenestration products were defective in that they caused a

severe'amount of water to intrude into the building envelope of Shelmore Village, resulting in

actual property damage to Shelmore Village beyond the work product itself.

225. Windsor Windows, in violation of South Carolina Code §15-73-10, designed,

manufactured, marketed, distributed, and sold a product that was defective and was in a

condition unreasonably dangerous to the Plaintiffs and their property.

226. The Plaintiffs could not have discovered the fenestration product defects nor

perceived their defective and dangerous condition through the exercise of reasonable care.

The defective nature of the fenestration products is beyond the ordinary knowledge common

to the consuming public and these Plaintiffs.

227. The cost of altering the design and manufacture of the fenestration products

supplied to Shelmore Village to make them safe was substantially less than the resulting

damage, cost and injury suffered by the Plaintiffs.

228. As a direct and proximate result of Windsor Windows's manufacture and sale

of defective products, Plaintiffs have suffered severe and permanent damages to Shelmore

Village, and will have to expend large sums of money to have Shelmore Village repaired and

corrected.

229. Windsor Windows's manufacture and sale of defective products constitutes

gross negligence, entitling the Plaintiffs to a recovery of actual, consequential, and punitive

damages
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FOR A SEVENTEENTH CAUSE OF ACTION
(Breach of Implied Warranties as to Defendant Windsor Windows)

230. Plaintiffs hereby incorporate the allegations of the foregoing paragraphs as if

fully restated herein.

231. The fenestration manufactured and/or sold by Windsor Windows for installation

In Shelmore Village were subject to the implied warranty of merchantability, which includes

warranties that the fenestration products would not allow moisture to intrude and damage

Shelmore Village.

232. Windsor Windows's fenestration products failed to prevent moisture from

entering the building envelope of Shelmore Village. Instead, the fenestration products

permitted moisture to continuously intrude into Shelmore Village resulting in serious damage

beyond the work product itself.

-233. Windsor Windows had reason to know, and in fact intended that its

fenestration products were to be used as a component of the structure's exterior envelope.

234. Windsor Windows breached the Implied warranty of Fitness for a Particular

Purpose and/or Fitness for its Intended Use by the particulars previously described above.

235. By reason of this breach of implied warranty, Plaintiffs have suffered damages

In that they will have to expend large sums in order to determine the damage to Shelmore

Village and to repair the defects.

236, Windsor Windows's breach of implied warranty in designing, manufacturing,

marketing, distributing, and selling the defective fenestration products constitutes gross

negligence, entitling the Plaintiffs to a recovery of actual, consequential, and punitive

damages.
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WHEREFORE, the Plaintiffs pray this Honorable Court inquire into the matters set

forth herein and award judgment in favor of the Plaintiffs against the Defendants, jointly and

severally, as follows;

(a) For all actual, direct, indirect, special and consequential damages against
the Defendants, jointly and severally, in an amount to be shown at trial;

(b) For punitive damages in an amount to be determined by the trier.of fact;.

(c) For prejudgment and post judgment interest;

(d) For all attorneys' fees and costs associated with_ investigating and

prosecuting this action; and

(e) For all other relief this Honorable Court deems just and proper.

Respectfully submitted,
THURMOND KIRCHNER TIMBES & YELVERTON,

By:
JESSE A. KI"CHNER
SC BAR NO.:- 70479
MATTHEW S. BYZET
SC BAR NO.: 100035
15 Middle Atlantic Wharf
Charleston, SC 29401
T: 843.937,8000
F: 843.937.4200
jkirchnerAtktylawfirm.com
mbyzet(a,tktylawfirm.com

Attorneys for Plaintiffs

()civil-cc 13, 2015
Charleston, South Carolina
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Meeting Street at Shelmore Property Owners Association, Inc. d/b/a Shelmore Village
POA, et aL v. Linden Construction of South Carolina, Inc., et al.

C/A No.: 2014-CP-10-7812

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

I, J. Ashley Garrett, an employee of Thurmond Kirchner Timbes & Yelverton,, PA.,

pursuant to Rule 5(b)(1) SCRCP and counsel's regular business practices, do hereby certify

that I have this date mailed, postage prepaid, a true and correct copy of Plaintiffs' Second

Amended Summons and Second Amended Complaint to the following counsel of record:

Mark S. Barrow, Esquire W. Andrew Gowder Jr., Esquire
Christy E. Mahon, Esquire Pratt-Thomas Walker
Sweeny Wingate & Barrow, P.A. 16 Charlotte Street
1515 Lady Street (29201) Post Office Drawer 22247
P.O. Box 12129 Charleston, SC 29413
Columbia, SC 29211
Attorneys for Atrium Builders, Inc. Robert B. Hawk, Esquire

Carlock Copeland & Sir, L
Joshua P. Cantwell, Esquire 40 Calhoun Street, SO te 4Pr• *-rt
Edward D. Buckley, Jr., Esquire Charleston, SC 29401
Young Clement Rivers LLP r.
25 Calhoun Street Erika V. Harrison, Esq ire 7,-1
Charleston, SC 29401 Law Office of Erika V. arrozed€1

PO Box 20956;,r-.'•

Duffie Powers, Esquire Charleston, SC 29413.
Gallivan White & Boyd, P.A. Attorneys for Ecoves .S&S Sherinore
P.O. Box 10589 Development, LLC, E Ovest
Greenville, SC 29603 Development, LLC and Ecovest

Charleston, LLC
R. Batten Farrar, Esquire
Gallivan White & Boyd, P.A. Matthew E. Tillman, Esquire
55 Beattie Place, Suite 1200 Womble Carlyle Sandridge & Rice
P.O. Box 10589 (29603) P.O. Box 999 (29402)
Greenville, SC 29601 5 Exchange Street
Attorneys for Linden Construction of South Charleston, SC 29401
Carolina, Inc. Attorney for The Guarantee Company of

North America USA
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K. Michael Barfield, Esquire L. Dean Best, Esquire
D. Summers Clarke, II, Esquire Best Honeycutt, PA
Barnwell Whaley Patterson & Helms, LLC 8 Sawgrass Road, Suite A
288 Meeting Street, Suite 200 PO Box 13466
Charleston, SC 29401 Charleston, SC 29422
Attorneys for JR Broadway Company, LLC, Attorney for Meeting Street Builders,
Jason R. Broadway, P.E. LLC, Meeting Street Companies, LLC,

MS Shelmore Village, LLC

John C. Hayes, IV, Esquire Shanna M. Stephens, Esquire
Mary-Margaret F. Noland, Esquire Danielle B. Wegener, •Esquire
Hayes Law Firm, LLC Anderson Reynolds & Stephens, LLC
180 Meeting Street, Suite 330 37 1/2 Broad Street, P.O. Box 87

Charleston, SC 29401 Charleston, SC 29402
Attorneys for* James Jones d/b/a

Michael P. North, Esquire Quality Stucco and Helm Construction
Arthur Chapman Kettering Smetak & Pikala, of South Carolina, LLC a/k/a Helm
P.A. Construction Ltd Co.
81 South 9th Street
Minneapolis, MN 55402
Attorneys for Windsor Windows & Doors.A.
Woodgrain Millwork. Inc. Company

Erin D. Dean, Esquire Christopher A. Maju're; Esquire'
Tupper Grimsley & Dean, P.A. Murphy & Grantland, P.A.
.611 Bay Street, P.O. Box 2055 P.O. Box 6648
Beaufort, SC29901. Columbia, SC 29260
Attorney for Robert Bessinger d/b/a Attorney for Coastal Roofing Company,
Blueprint Construction Inc.

I further certify that I have this date served via electronic mail, a true and correct copy

of Plaintiffs' Second Amended Summons and Second Amended Complaint to the

following counsel of record:

Edward D. Buckley, Jr., Esquire John C. Hayes, IV, Esquire
Joshua P. Cantwell, Esquire Mary-Margaret F. Noland, Esquire
Young Clement Rivers, LLP Hayes Law Firm, LLC
ebuckleyvcrlaw.com ihavesahaveslaw.om
icantwellvcrlaw.corn mnolandhaveslaw.orct

Duffle Powers, Esquire Michael P. North, Esquire
R. Batten Farrar, Esquire Arthur Chapman Kettering Smetak &
Gallivan White & Boyd, P.A. Plkala, P.A.
dpowersaawblawfirm.com mionorthAarthurchaoman.com
bfarrarciwblawfirm.com
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Shanna M. Stephens, Esquire
R. Batten Farrar, Esquire Danielle B. Wegener, Esquire
Gallivan White & Boyd, P.A. Anderson Reynolds & Stephens, LLC
bfarrarowblawfirm.com sstephensa,arlawsc,com.

dwegenerRarslawsc.com
Matthew E. Tillman, Esquire
Womble Carlyle Sandridge & Rice W. Andrew Gowder Jr., Esquire
mtillman@wcsr.com. Pratt-Thomas Walker.

waqp-tw.com
L. Dean Best, Esquire
Best Honeycutt, PA Robert B. Hawk, Esquire
deanbesthoneycutt.com Carlock Copeland & Stairs LLP

rhawkcarlockcopeland.com
Mark S. Barrow, Esquire...
Christy E. Mahon, Esquire. Erika V. Harrison, Esquire.
Sweeny Wingate & Barrow, P.A. Law Office of Erika V. Harrison
msb©swblaw.com erikaaerickaharrison.com
cemRswblaw.com

Christopher A. Majure, Esquire
Erin D. Dean, Esquire Murphy & Grantland, P.A.

Tupper Grimsley & Dean, P.A. cmaiureamurphyorantland.com..
erindean@tqdpa.com

Michael Barfield, Esquire L. Dean Best, Esquire
D. Summers Clarke, II, Esquire Best Honeycutt, PA
Barnwell Whaley Patterson & Helms, LLC deangbesthonevcutt.com
mbarfield@barnwell-whaley.com

_.i•
sclarkeRbarnwell-whaley.com..

/.-AS.hley G. re,

Paralegal to Jesse A. Kirchner

0 and Matthew S. Byzet
This 0 day of October, 2015
Charleston, South Carolina
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EXHIBIT C
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STATE OF SOUTH CAROLINA IN THE COURT OF COMMON PLEAS
THE NINTH JUDICIAL CIRCUIT

COUNTY OF CHARLESTON CASE NO.: 2014-CP-10-7812

MEETING STREET AT SHELMORE
PROPERTY OWNERS ASSOCIATION,
INC. D/B/A SHELMORE VILLAGE POA
AND JULIAN SMITH, INDIVIDUALLY
AND ON BEHALF OF ALL OTHERS
SIMILARLY SITUATED,

DEFENDANTS ECOVEST S&S SHELMORE
Plaintiffs, DEVELOPMENT, LLC AND ECOVEST

DEVELOPMENT, LLC AMENDED
vs. ANSWER TO PLAINTIFFS' SECOND

AMENDED COMPLAINT AND CROSS-
LINDEN CONSTRUCTION OF SOUTH CLAIMS

CAROLINA, INC., THE GUARANTEE (JURY TRIAL REQUESTED)
COMPANY OF NORTH AMERICA USA,
ATRIUM BUILDERS, INC., ECOVEST
S&S SHELMORE DEVELOPMENT, 10LLC, ECOVEST DEVELOPMENT, LLC,
ECOVEST CHARLESTON, LLC, JAMES TO ca..
JONES D/B/A QUALITY STUCCO, r c=3

ROBERT BESSINGER D/B/A csa

BLUEPRINT CONSTRUCTION, cyy„ çfl-0
COASTAL ROOFING COMPANY, INC., -c-j•,
HELM CONSTRUCTION OF SOUTH c4;vo
CAROLINA, LLC A/K/A HELM

c:3
CONSTRUCTION LTD CO., RUSSELL
HUNTLEY D/B/A CALIBER
CONSTRUCTION SERVICE, CALIBER,
LLC D/B/A CALIBER CONSTRUCTION
SERVICES, ORELLANA PAINTING,
LLC, J R BROADWAY COMPANY, LLC,
JASON R. BROADWAY, P.E., MS
SHELMORE VILLAGE, LLC, MEETING
STREET BUILDERS, LLC, MEETING
STREET COMPANIES, LLC, WINDSOR
WINDOWS & DOORS, A WOODGRAIN
MILLWORK, INC. COMPANY, ELI,
INC., FINE BUILDERS, LLC, HOWE &
SIMPSON CONTRACTING, LLC A/K/A
HOWE & SIMPSON, LLC,
SOUTHCOAST EXTERIORS, INC., AND
MICHAEL TENNY D/B/A SYNCO

ENTERPRISES,
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Defendants.

COME NOW the Defendants Ecovest S&S Shelmore Development, LLC ("Ecovest

S&S") and Ecovest Development, LLC ("Ecovest Development") (collectively, "Ecovest" or

"These Defendants"), and file this Amended Answer to the Second Amended Complaint of

Meeting Street at Shelmore Property Owners Association, Inc. d/b/a She!more Village POA and

Julian Smith, individually and on behalf of all others similarly situated (hereinafter, collectively,

"Plaintiffs"), and bring cross-claims against certain Defendants, as follows. Except as

specifically admitted herein, each and every allegation in the Plaintiffs' Second Amended

Complaint is expressly denied,

1. Upon information and believe, These Defendants admit the allegations in

Paragraphs 1 and 2 of Plaintiffs' Second Amended Complaint.

2. Responding to the allegations in Paragraph 3, These Defendants admit Shelmore

Village consists of nine (9) buildings and forty-one (41) condominium units. These Defendants

lack sufficient information to form a belief as to the remainder of the allegations in Paragraph 3,

and therefore, deny same and demand strict proof thereof.

3. Responding to the allegations in Paragraphs 4 and 5, These Defendants crave

reference to the applicable POA governing documents and deny any allegations inconsistent with

same.

4. These Defendants lack sufficient information to form a belief as to the allegations

in Paragraphs 6 and 7, and therefore, deny same and demand strict proof thereof.

5. These Defendants deny the allegations in Paragraph 8, as stated.

6. These Defendants lack sufficient information to form a belief as to the allegations

in Paragraphs 9 through 16, and therefore, deny same and demand strict proof thereof.

-2-
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7. Ecovest S&S admits the allegations in Paragraph 17,

8, Ecovest Development admits the allegations in Paragraph 18,

9. Upon information and belief, These Defendants admit the allegations in

Paragraph 19,

10. These Defendants deny the allegations in Paragraphs 20 through 37. Further

responding, Ecovest S&S purchased thirty-one (31) units in the condominium complex known as

SheImre Village, located on South Shelmore Boulevard in Mount Pleasant, South Carolina.

Ecovest Development performed certain due diligence and investigation into the project prior to

the purchase by Ecovest S&S. Ecovest Development has never purchased or sold any units at

Shelmore Village, Upon information and belief, Ecovest Charleston played no role in this

project and has never had an ownership stake in any unit at Shelmore Village.

11. Upon information and belief, These Defendants admit the allegations in

Paragraphs 38 through 42.

12. These Defendants deny the allegations in Paragraphs 43 through 48, to the extent

the allegations are intended to allege liability or wrongdoing on the part of These Defendants.

13, Upon information and belief, These Defendants admit the allegations in

Paragraphs 49 and 50.

14. These Defendants lack sufficient information to form a belief as to the allegations

in Paragraphs 51 through 80, and therefore, deny same and demand strict proof thereof.

15. These Defendants deny the allegations in Paragraphs 81 through 96, including all

subparts.
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16. The allegations in Paragraph 97 call for a legal conclusion, and therefore require

no response from These Defendants. To the extent a response is required, the allegations are

denied.

17. These Defendants lack sufficient information to form a belief as to the allegations

in Paragraphs 98 and 99, and therefore, deny same and demand strict proof thereof,

18. These Defendants deny the allegations in Paragraph 100.

19, These Defendants lack sufficient information to form a belief as to the allegations

in Paragraph 101, and therefore, deny same and demand strict proof thereof.

20. These Defendants deny the allegations in Paragraphs 102 and 103, including all

subparts.

21. These Defendants lack sufficient information to form a belief as to the allegations

in Paragraphs 104 and 105, and therefore, deny same and demand strict proof thereof.

22, These Defendants deny the allegations in Paragraph 106,

23, These Defendants lack sufficient information to form a belief as to the allegations

in Paragraphs 107 through 109, and therefore, deny same and demand strict proof thereof.

24. Responding to the allegations in Paragraph 110, These Defendants reassert and re-

allege their responses to Paragraphs 1-109 as if restated verbatim herein.

25. These Defendants deny the allegations in Paragraphs 111 through 115,

26, Responding to the allegations in Paragraph 116, These Defendants reassert and re-

allege their responses to Paragraphs 1-115 as if restated verbatim herein,

27. These Defendants deny the allegations in Paragraphs 117 through 124,

28. Responding to the allegations in Paragraph 125, These Defendants reassert and re-

allege their responses to Paragraphs 1-124 as if restated verbatim herein,
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29, These Defendants deny the allegations in Paragraphs 126 through 131, including

all subparts.

30, Responding to the allegations in Paragraph 132, These Defendants reassert and re-

allege their responses to Paragraphs 1-131 as if restated verbatim herein.

31, These Defendants deny the allegations in Paragraphs 133 through 139, including

all subparts.

32, To the extent the allegations in Paragraph 140 are directed to These Defendants,

they are denied.

31 These Defendants deny the allegations in Paragraph 141.

34. Responding to the allegations in Paragraph 142, These Defendants reassert and re-

allege their responses to Paragraphs 1-141 as if restated verbatim herein.

35. Paragraphs 143 through 150 contain allegations directed to parties other than

These Defendants, such that These Defendants lack sufficient information to form a belief as to

the allegations in Paragraphs 143 through 150, and therefore, deny same and demand strict proof

thereof.

36. Responding to the allegations in Paragraph 151, These Defendants reassert and re-

allege their responses to Paragraphs 1-150 as if restated verbatim herein,

37. Paragraphs 152 through 156 contain allegations directed to parties other than

These Defendants, such that These Defendants lack sufficient information to form a belief as to

the allegations in Paragraphs 152 through 156, and therefore, deny same and demand strict proof

thereof.

38. Responding to the allegations in Paragraph 157, These Defendants reassert and re-

allege their responses to Paragraphs 1-156 as if restated verbatim herein,
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39. Paragraphs 158 through 160 contain allegations directed to parties other than

These Defendants, such that These Defendants lack sufficient information to form a belief as to

the allegations in Paragraphs 158 through 160, and therefore, deny same and demand strict proof

thereof.

40. Responding to the allegations in Paragraph 161, These Defendants reassert and re-

allege their responses to Paragraphs 1-160 as if restated verbatim herein,

41. These Defendants deny the allegations in Paragraph 162.

42. Paragraphs 163 through 168 contain allegations directed to parties other than

These Defendants, such that These Defendants lack sufficient information to form a belief as to

the allegations in Paragraphs 163 through 168, and therefore, deny same and demand strict proof

thereof,

43. Responding to the allegations in Paragraph 169, These Defendants reassert and re-

allege their responses to Paragraphs 1-168 as if restated verbatim herein,

44. Paragraphs 170 through 176 contain allegations directed to parties other than

These Defendants, such that These Defendants lack sufficient information to form a belief as to

the allegations in Paragraphs 170 through 176, and therefore, deny same and demand strict proof

thereof.

45. Responding to the allegations in Paragraph 177, These Defendants reassert and re-

allege their responses to Paragraphs 1-176 as if restated verbatim herein,

46. Paragraphs 178 through 182 contain allegations directed to parties other than

These Defendants, such that These Defendants lack sufficient information to form a belief as to

the allegations in Paragraphs 178 through 182, and therefore, deny same and demand strict proof

thereof.
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47. Responding to the allegations in Paragraph 183, These Defendants reassert and re-

allege their responses to Paragraphs 1-182 as if restated verbatim herein,

48. Paragraphs 184 through 189 contain allegations directed to parties other than

These Defendants, such that These Defendants lack sufficient information to form a belief as to

the allegations in Paragraphs 184 through 189, and therefore, deny same and demand strict proof

thereof.

49. Responding to the allegations in Paragraph 190, These Defendants reassert and re-

allege their responses to Paragraphs 1-189 as if restated verbatim herein.

50. Paragraphs 191 through 198 contain allegations directed to parties other than

These Defendants, such that These Defendants lack sufficient information to form a belief as to

the allegations in Paragraphs 191 through 198, and therefore, deny same and demand strict proof

thereof.

51. Responding to the allegations in Paragraph 199, These Defendants reassert and re-

allege their responses to Paragraphs 1-198 as if restated verbatim herein.

52, Paragraphs 200 through 204 contain allegations directed to parties other than

These Defendants, such that These Defendants lack sufficient information to form a belief as to

the allegations in Paragraphs 200 through 204, and therefore, deny same and demand strict proof

thereof.

53, Responding to the allegations in Paragraph 205, These Defendants reassert and re-

allege their responses to Paragraphs 1-204 as if restated verbatim herein.

54. Paragraphs 206 through 213 contain allegations directed to parties other than

These Defendants, such that These Defendants lack sufficient information to form a belief as to
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the allegations in Paragraphs 206 through 213, and therefore, deny same and demand strict proof

thereof.

55. Responding to the allegations in Paragraph 214, These Defendants reassert and re-

allege their responses to Paragraphs 1-213 as if restated verbatim herein.

56. Paragraphs 215 through 221 contain allegations directed to parties other than

These Defendants, such that These Defendants lack sufficient information to form a belief as to

the allegations in Paragraphs 215 through 221, and therefore, deny same and demand strict proof

thereof.

57. Responding to the allegations in Paragraph 222, These Defendants reassert and re-

allege their responses to Paragraphs 1-221 as if restated verbatim herein.

58. Paragraphs 223 through 229 contain allegations directed to parties other than

These Defendants, such that These Defendants lack sufficient information to form a belief as to

the allegations in Paragraphs 223 through 229, and therefore, deny same and demand strict proof

thereof.

59. Responding to the allegations in Paragraph 230, These Defendants reassert and re-

allege their responses to Paragraphs 1-229 as if restated verbatim herein.

60. Paragraphs 231 through 236 contain allegations directed to parties other than

These Defendants, such that These Defendants lack sufficient information to form a belief as to

the allegations in Paragraphs 231 through 236, and therefore, deny same and demand strict proof

thereof.

61. These Defendants deny the allegations in the Plaintiffs' prayer for relief.
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FURTHER RESPONDING AND
AS A FIRST AFFIRMATIVE DEFENSE

(Acts of Third Parties)

62. Damages, if any, were the result of the acts or omissions of other parties named

and un-named in this action, for which These Defendants bear no responsibility.

FURTHER RESPONDING AND
AS A SECOND AFFIRMATIVE DEFENSE

(Unclean Hands)

63. Plaintiffs' claims are barred, in whole or in part, by the doctrine of Unclean

Hands.

FURTHER RESPONDING AND
AS A THIRD AFFIRMATIVE DEFENSE

(Comparative Negligence)

64. Plaintiffs' recovery should be barred, or, alternatively, reduced proportionality

by Plaintiffs' own comparative negligence.

FURTHER RESPONDING AND
AS A FOURTH AFFIRMATIVE DEFENSE

(Failure to Mitigate)

65. Plaintiffs' recovery should be barred, or, alternatively, reduced proportionately

by Plaintiffs' own failure to mitigate damages.

FURTHER RESPONDING AND
AS A FWTH AFFIRMATIVE DEFENSE

(Intervening and Superseding Acts)

66. Plaintiffs' damages, if any, are the direct and proximate results of intervening

and superseding acts of other parties not affiliated with These Defendants.

FURTHER RESPONDING AND
AS A SIXTH AFFIRMATIVE DEFENSE

(Lack of Proximate Cause)

67. Plaintiffs' *damages, if any, are not the proximate result of any act or omission of
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These Defendants,

FURTHER RESPONDING AND
AS A SEVENTH AFFIRMATIVE DEFENSE

(Rule 12(b)(6))

68, Plaintiffs fail to state facts sufficient to constitute a cause of action and,

therefore, Plaintiffs' claims should be dismissed pursuant to Rule 12(b)(6), S.C.R. Civ, P.

FURTHER RESPONDING AND
AS AN EIGHTH AFFIRMATIVE DEFENSE

(Setoff)

69. These Defendants allege that recovery by Plaintiffs must be setoff or reduced,

abated, or apportioned to the extent that any other parties' actions caused or contributed to

Plaintiffs' damages.

FURTHER RESPONDING AND
AS A NINTH AFFIRMATIVE DEFENSE

(Statute of Limitations and Repose)

70, To the extent that Plaintiffs failed to comply with the applicable statute of

limitations or statute of repose, Plaintiffs' claims are barred against These Defendants.

FURTHER RESPONDING AND
AS A TENTH AFFIRMATIVE DEFENSE

(Useful Life)

71. Plaintiffs' claims are barred as to any and all components of the subject property

that have reached or exceeded their useful life expectancy.

FURTHER RESPONDING AND
AS A ELEVENTH AFFIRMATIVE DEFENSE

(Notice and Opportunity to Cure)

72, Failure to comply with the South Carolina Notice and Opportunity to Cure

Construction Dwelling Defects Act, S.C. Code Ann. 40-59-810 to 40-59-860, bars or,

alternatively, stays all claims against These Defendants.
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FURTHER RESPONDING AND
AS A TWELFTH AFFIRMATIVE DEFENSE

(Waiver, Estoppel, Laches)

73. Plaintiffs' claims may be barred by the doctrines of Waiver, Estoppel, and/or

Laches.

FURTHER RESPONDING AND
AS A THIRTEENTH AFFIRMATIVE DEFENSE

(Economic Loss)

74. Plaintiffs' claims against These Defendants are barred to the extent that such

claims seek recovery in tort for purely economic loss.

FURTHER RESPONDING AND
AS A FOURTEENTH AFFIRMATIVE DEFENSE

(Punitive Damages)

75. Punitive damages are inappropriate in this case because These Defendants did

not engage in any malicious, reckless, wrongful, or intentional conduct upon which an award of

punitive damages could be based. Furthermore, because claims against These Defendants for

punitive damages are improper, an award of punitive damages would violate the Constitutions of

the United States and the State of South Carolina.

FURTHER RESPONDING AND
AS A FIFTEENTH AFFIRMATIVE DEFENSE

(Reservation and Non-Waiver)

76. These Defendants reserve and specifically do not waive any and all such

affirmative defenses which may become apparent through the course of discovery.

FURTHER RESPONDING AND
AS A SIXTEENTH AFFIRMATIVE DEFENSE

(Failure to Maintain)

77. Plaintiffs were obligated to maintain the structure(s) against normal wear, tear

and deterioration due to age and the elements and Plaintiffs may have failed to do so and such is
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the direct and proximate cause of the damages suffered by Plaintiffs and such constitutes a

complete defense to the claims of Plaintiffs,

FURTHER RESPONDING AND
AS A SEVENTEENTH AFFIRMATIVE DEFENSE

(No Joint and Several Liability)

78. There was no concert of action between These Defendants and any other

Defendant and, therefore, These Defendants are not a joint tortfeasor and These Defendants may

not be held jointly and severally liable with other Defendants pursuant to S.C. Code Ann. §15-

38-15, as amended, and all other applicable common law and statutory provisions.

FURTHER RESPONDING AND
AS AN EIGHTEENTH AFFIRMATIVE DEFENSE

(Negligence of Others)

79. Any alleged injury Plaintiffs sustained may have been due to and proximately

caused by the sole and intervening negligence, recklessness, willfulness and/or wantonness of

some persons or entities other than These Defendants over which These Defendants had no

control and which occurred prior or subsequent to any acts or omissions by These Defendants, if

any (which is expressly denied), and, therefore, the sole and intervening acts of other third-

parties may be the real and proximate cause of any alleged injuries to the Plaintiffs, therefore,

Plaintiffs may not recover from These Defendants.

FURTHER RESPONDING AND
AS A NINETEENTH AFFIRMATIVE DEFENSE

(Rule 8(c) SCRCP)

80, To the extent applicable, These Defendants raise all affirmative defenses required

by Rule 8(c), SCRCP,

-12-
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FURTHER RESPONDING AND
AS A TWENTIETH AFFIRMATIVE DEFENSE

(No Standing)

81. Plaintiffs may lack proper standing such as to allow them to bring the claims set

forth in their Complaint.

FURTHER RESPONDING AND
AS A TWENTY-FIRST AFFIRMATIVE DEFENSE

(Right to Amend)

82, These Defendants have not had an opportunity to conduct a sufficient

investigation or to engage in adequate discovery regarding the circumstances of Plaintiffs'

allegations. These Defendants intend to act as best they can to inform themselves of the

pertinent facts and prevailing circumstances surrounding any alleged injury or damage to

Plaintiffs as alleged in the Complaint and give notice of their intent to assert any further

affirmative defenses that their investigation gathering process may indicate as supported by fact

and law. These Defendants reserve the right to amend this Answer and assert such additional

defenses.

FURTHER ANSWERING AND BY WAY OF CROSS-CLAIMS AGAINST
DEFENDANTS LINDEN CONSTRUCTION OF SOUTH CAROLINA, INC., ATRIUM

BUILDERS, INC., JAMES JONES D/B/A QUALITY STUCCO, ROBERT BESSINGER
D/B/A BLUEPRINT CONSTRUCTION, COASTAL ROOFING COMPANY, INC.,

HELM CONSTRUCTION OF SOUTH CAROLINA, LLC A/K/A HELM
CONSTRUCTION LTD CO., RUSSELL HUNTLEY d/b/a CALIBER CONSTRUCTION

SERVICE, CALIBER, LLC d/b/a CALIBER CONSTRUCTION SERVICES,
ORELLANA PAINTING, LLC, JR BROADWAY COMPANY, LLC, AND JASON R.

BROADWAY, P.E.

83, Defendants Ecovest hereby incorporate by reference the answers, defenses and

allegations contained in the foregoing paragraphs as if fully set forth herein.

84. Defendant Ecovest S&S purchased thirty-one (31) units in the condominium

complex known as Shelmore Village in Mount Pleasant, South Carolina on December 27, 2012

-13-
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with the intent to upfit the units and prepare them for sale. The units required varying degrees of

repair and restoration prior to being sold, Ecovest S&S ultimately sold each unit purchased after

the necessary upfit was completed,

85. Upon information and belief, Defendant Linden Construction of South Carolina,

Inc. ("Linden") is a corporation organized and existing under the laws of the State of South

Carolina, and at all times referenced herein, was doing business in Charleston County, South

Carolina, Linden acted as the general contractor for certain repairs, renovation and construction

performed for various units at Shelmore Village,

86, Upon information and belief, Atrium Builders, Inc. ("Atrium") is a corporation

organized and existing under the laws of the State of South Carolina, and at all times referenced

herein, was doing business in Charleston County, South Carolina. Atrium provided certain

construction-related services pursuant to repairs and renovations performed for various units at

Shelmore Village.

87, Upon information and belief, James Jones d/b/a Quality Stucco ("Quality

Stucco") is a citizen and resident of South Carolina who was doing business as Quality Stucco in

Charleston County at times relevant hereto. Upon information and belief, Quality Stucco

provided certain construction-related services pursuant to repairs and renovations performed for

various units at Shelmore Village,

88. Upon information and belief, Robert Bessinger d/b/a Blueprint Construction

("Blueprint Construction") is a citizen and resident of South Carolina who was doing business as

Blueprint Construction in Charleston County at times relevant hereto, Upon information and

-14-
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belief, Blueprint Construction provided certain construction-related services pursuant to repairs

and renovations performed for various units at Shelmore Village.

89. Upon information and belief, Coastal Roofing Company, Inc, ("CoaStal Roofing")

is a corporation organized and existing pursuant to the laws of South Carolina who was doing

business in CharlestonCounty at times relevant hereto. Upon information and belief, Coastal

Roofing provided certain construction-related services pursuant to repairs and renovations

performed for various units at Shelmore Village.

90, Upon information and belief, Helm Construction of South Carolina, LLC a/k/a

Helm Construction, Ltd Co. ("Helm") is a limited liability company organized and existing

pursuant to the laws of South Carolina who was doing business in Charleston County at times

relevant hereto. Upon information and belief, Helm provided certain construction-related

services pursuant to repairs and renovations performed for various units at Shelmore Village.

91, Upon information and belief, Russell Huntley d/b/a Caliber Construction Service

("Huntley") is a citizen and resident of North Carolina who was doing business in Charleston

County at times relevant hereto. Upon information and belief, Huntley provided certain

construction-related services pursuant to repairs and renovations performed for various units at

Shelmore Village,

92, Upon information and belief; Caliber, LLC d/b/a Caliber Construction Services

("Caliber") is a limited liability company organized and existing pursuant to the laws of North

Carolina who was doing business in Charleston County at Times relevant hereto. Upon

information and belief, Caliber provided certain construction-related services pursuant to repairs

and renovations performed for various units at Shelmore Village.

-15-
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93, Upon information and belief, Oreliana Painting, LLC ("Orellana") is a limited

liability company organized and existing pursuant to the laws of South Carolina who was doing

business in Charleston County at times relevant hereto. Upon information and belief, Orellana

provided certain construction-related services pursuant to repairs and renovations performed for

various units at Shelmore Village.

94. Upon information and belief, Quality Stucco, Blueprint Construction, Coastal

Roofing, Helm, Huntley, Caliber and Orellana provided construction-related services to units at

Shelmore Village as subcontractors to Linden and/or Atrium and are collectively referred to

herein as the "Subcontractors,

95. Linden and Atrium, and upon information and belief the Subcontractors, provided

certain construction-related services to units owned by Ecovest S&S, including the unit which

was sold to and is now owned by Neil and Judith Rabin, located at 712 South Shelmore

Boulevard, Unit 118, Suites 105 and 205 ("Rabin's Unit").

96. Upon information and belief, JR Broadway Company, LLC is a limited liability

company organized and existing under the laws of the State of South Carolina, and at all times

referenced herein, was doing business in Charleston County, South Carolina.

97, Upon information and belief, Jason R. Broadway, RE. is a citizen and resident of

Charleston County and is a licensed engineer in South Carolina, JR Broadway Company, LLC

and Jason R. Broadway, P.E. (collectively, "Broadway") provided certain professional services

pursuant to repairs and renovations performed for various units at Shelmore Village,

98, Upon information and belief, this Court has jurisdiction over the subject matter of

this action and the parties to this action,

-16-
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99, Plaintiffs have sued Defendants Ecovest for damages which allegedly arise from

certain construction deficiencies which allegedly exist at Shelmore Village,

FOR A FIRST CAUSE OF ACTION BY DEFENDANT ECOVEST S&S

(Indemnity as to Linden, Atrium and Subcontractors)

100. Defendants Ecovest hereby incorporate by reference the answers, defenses and

allegations contained in the foregoing paragraphs as if fully set forth herein.

101. Upon information and belief, the Rabin's Unit suffered from instances of water

intrusion due to construction-related deficiencies, These issues required certain repairs and

remediation to Building 4 of Shelmore Village and forced the Rabins to spend time outside of

their unit while repairs were being made.

102. Defendant Ecovest S&S paid for certain repairs to the Rabin's Unit and Building

4, and was forced to reimburse the Rabins for expenses and costs incurred pursuant to the

construction-related issues with their unit.

103, Linden, Atrium and the Subcontractors provided certain construction-related

services to the Rabin's Unit and Building 4 while it was owned by Ecovest S&S.

104. Ecovest S&S' actions in no way contributed to the construction-related issues at

Building 4 or the Rabin's Unit,

105. Ecovest S&S suffered damages as a result of the repairs required at the Rabin's

Unit and Building 4, Upon information and belief, these damages are due in whole or in part to

the actions of Linden and/or Atrium and/or the Subcontractors, or other parties or individuals

under the control of Linden and/or Atrium.

106, Ecovest S&S is entitled to indemnity from Linden and Atrium and the

Subcontractors for the costs and expenses incurred in repairing the Rabin's Unit and Building 4,

and other related actual, consequential and special damages.

-17-
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FOR A SECOND CAUSE OF ACTION BY ECOVEST S&S

(Negligence as to Linden, Atrium, the Subcontractors, and Broadway)

107. Defendants Ecovest hereby incorporate by reference the answers, defenses and

allegations contained in the foregoing paragraphs as if fully set forth herein.

108. Defendants Linden, Atrium, the Subcontractors, and Broadway agreed to provide

certain construction-related labor, materials, equipment, and/or services to the construction of

Shelmore Village,

109. Defendants Linden, Atrium, the Subcontractors, and Broadway had a duty to

properly, adequately and completely perform their scope of work, provide certain services and/or

provide certain materials in compliance with the contract, plans and specifications, applicable

industry standards and/or building codes, and/or applicable standards of care.

110. If the allegations within the Plaintiffs' Second Amended Complaint are proven

true, which have been denied by Defendants Ecovest, Defendants Linden, Atrium, the

Subcontractors, and Broadway breached this duty and were negligent, grossly negligent, wanton,

reckless, and/or willful in failing to provide the services and/or materials in compliance with the

contract, plans and specifications, apPlicable industry standards and/or building codes, and/or

applicable standards of care.

111. As a direct and proximate result of the alleged negligence of Defendants Linden,

Atrium, the Subcontractors, and Broadway, Defendant Ecovest S&S has been exposed to a

potential judgment, and has suffered actual damages in the cost of defending this lawsuit. If the

allegations within the Plaintiffs' Second Amended Complaint are proven true, Defendant

Ecovest S&S is informed and believes that they are entitled to judgment against Defendants

-18-
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Linden, Atrium, the Subcontractors, and Broadway for any amount which Defendant Ecovest

S&S may be required to pay to the Plaintiffs herein as a result of the negligence of Defendants

Linden, Atrium, the Subcontractors, and Broadway and for other actual, consequential and

special damages.

FOR A THIRD CAUSE OF ACTION BY ECOVEST S&S

(Breach of Implied Warranty of Workmanlike Service as to Linden, Atrium, and the

Subcontractors)

112. Defendants Ecovest hereby incorporate by reference the answers, defenses and

allegations contained in the foregoing paragraphs as iffully set forth herein.

113. Defendants Linden, Atrium, and the Subcontractors impliedly and/or expressly

warranted to purchasers and subsequent purchasers that the labor, materials and/or services

provided to the Shelmore Village project would be of proper quality, care, adequacy, suitability

and workmanship.

114. If the allegations within the Plaintiffs' Second Amended Complaint are proven

true, which have been denied by Defendants Ecovest, Defendants Linden, Atrium, and the

Subcontractors breached express and/or implied warranties of workmanlike service and fitness

and Defendant Ecovest S&S is entitled to a judgment against them for the costs and expenses

incurred in defending this lawsuit and for other actual, consequential and special damages.

FOR A FOURTH CAUSE OF ACTIOIN BY ECOVEST S&S

(Breach of Warranty as to Broadway)

115, Defendants Ecovest hereby incorporate by reference the answers, defenses and

allegations contained in the foregoing paragraphs as if fully set forth herein.

-19-
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116. Defendants Broadway impliedly and/or expressly warranted that their plans,

specifications, details, instructions, recommendations and other instruments of services would be

in compliance with applicable building codes, regulations, statutes, industry standards.

117. If the allegations within the Plaintiffs' Second Amended Complaint are proven

true, which have been denied by Defendants Ecovest, Defendants Broadway breached this

warranty by failing to design the work at Shelmore Village to be free from defects and in

compliance with the applicable building codes, regulations, statutes and industry standards, or

otherwise failing to recommend and/or direct that the work be performed in a manner that

complied with the applicable building codes, regulations, statutes and industry standards, and

Defendant Ecovest S&S is entitled to a judgment against Defendants Broadway for the costs and

expenses incurred in defending this lawsuit and for other actual, consequential and special

damages.

FOR A FIFTH CAUSE OF ACTION BY ECOVEST S&S

(Breach of Implied Warranty of Habitability as to Linden, Atrium, and the
Subcontractors)

118. Defendants Ecovest hereby incorporate by reference the answers, defenses and

allegations contained in the foregoing paragraphs as if fully set forth herein.

119. Defendants Linden, Atrium, and the Subcontractors impliedly and/or expressly

warranted to purchasers and subsequent purchasers the units at Shelmore Village would be

reasonably suitable for habitation and fitness for the intended use.

120. If the allegations within the Plaintiffs' Second Amended Complaint are proven

true, which have been denied by Defendants Ecovest, Defendants Linden, Atrium, and the

Subcontractors breached express and/or implied warranties of habitability and fitness for
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intended use and Defendant Ecovest S&S is entitled to a judgment against them for the costs and

expenses incurred in defending this lawsuit and for other actual, consequential and special

damages.

FOR A SIXTH CAUSE OF ACTION BY DEFENDANTS ECOVEST

(Indemnity as to Linden, Atrium, the Subcontractors, and Broadway)

121, Defendants Ecovest hereby incorporate by reference the answers, defenses and

allegations contained in the foregoing paragraphs as if fully set forth herein.

122. If the Plaintiffs have been damaged as described in the Second Amended

Complaint, which is denied, then that damage was the result of the negligence and/or breaches of

warranties of Defendants Linden, Atrium, the Subcontractors, and Broadway.

123. If Defendants Ecovest S&S and Ecovest Development are found liable to

Plaintiffs in any respect, Defendants Ecovest are entitled to indemnity, either in contract or

equity, from Defendants Linden, Atrium, the Subcontractors, and Broadway for the costs and

expenses in defending this lawsuit and their actual, consequential and special damages.

WHEREFORE, having fully responded to the allegations of the Plaintiffs' Second

Amended Complaint, These Defendants pray that judgment be granted in their favor, costs of

defending this action be cast upon the Plaintiffs, or alternatively, These Defendants pray for

judgment as requested herein and for other and further relief as this court may deem just and

proper.

[SIGNATURE BLOCK TO FOLLOW]
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Respectfully Submitted,

CARLOCK, COPELAND & STAIR LLP

By:
R. MICHAEL ETHRIDGE
ROBERT B. HAWK
40 Calhoun Street, Suite 400
Charleston, South Carolina 29401

(843) 727-0307

and

W. ANDREW GOWDER, JR.
PRATT-THOMAS WALKER
16 Charlotte Street

Charleston, South Carolina 29043

(843) 727-2229

and

ERIKA V. HARRISON
LAW OFFICE OF ERIKA V. HARRISON
PO Box 20956
Charleston, South Carolina 29413

(843) 302-1900

Attorneys for Defendants Ecovest S&S Shelmore

Development, LLC and EcOvest Development, LLC

-22-
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STATE OF SOUTH CAROLINA IN THE COURT OF COMMON PLEAS
THE NINTH JUDICIAL CIRCUIT

COUNTY OF CHARLESTON CASE NO,: 2014-CP-10-7812

MEETING STREET AT SHELMORE
PROPERTY OWNERS ASSOCIATION,
INC. D/B/A SHELMORE VILLAGE POA
AND JULIAN SMITH, INDIVIDUALLY
AND ON BEHALF OF ALL OTHERS
SIMILARLY SITUATED, CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

Plaintiffs,

vs.

LINDEN CONSTRUCTION OF SOUTH
CAROLINA, INC., THE GUARANTEE trt.

COMPANY OF NORTH AMERICA USA,
ATRIUM BUILDERS, INC., ECOVEST
S&S SHELMORE DEVELOPMENT,

ECOVEST DEVELOPMENT, LLC,
ECOVEST CHARLESTON, LLC, JAMES
JONES D/B/A QUALITY STUCCO,
ROBERT BESSINGER D/B/A c.n

BLUEPRINT CONSTRUCTION,
COASTAL ROOFING COMPANY, INC.,
HELM CONSTRUCTION OF SOUTH

CAROLINA, LLC A/K/A HELM
CONSTRUCTION LTD CO., RUSSELL
HUNTLEY D/B/A CALIBER
CONSTRUCTION SERVICE, CALIBER,
LLC D/B/A CALIBER CONSTRUCTION
SERVICES, ORELLANA PAINTING,
LLC, J R BROADWAY COMPANY, LLC,
JASON R. BROADWAY, P.E., MS
SHELMORE VILLAGE, LLC, MEETING
STREET BUILDERS, LLC, MEETING
STREET COMPANIES, LLC, WINDSOR
WINDOWS & DOORS, A WOODGRAIN
MILLWORK, INC, COMPANY, ELI,
INC., FINE BUILDERS, LLC, HOWE &
SIMPSON CONTRACTING, LLC A/K/A
HOWE & SIMPSON, LLC,
SOUTHCOAST EXTERIORS, INC., AND
MICHAEL TENNY D/B/A SYNCO
ENTERPRISES,
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Defendants.

I hereby certify that I have this day served a copy of the within and foregoing Defendants

Ecovest S&S Shehnore Development, LLC and Ecovest Development, LLC Amended Answer

to Plaintiffs' Second Amended Complaint and Cross-Claims upon all parties to this matter by

depositing a true copy of same in the U.S. Mail, proper postage prepaid, and/or electronic mail

addressed to counsel of record as follows:

Jesse Kirchner, Esq. W. Duffle Powers, Esq.
Thurmond Kirchner & Timbes Gallivan White & Boyd, P,A.
15 Middle Atlantic Wharf Post Office Box 10589
Charleston, SC 29401 Greenville, SC 29603
Counselfor Plaintiffs Counselfor Linden Construction ofSC, Inc,

William Duffle Powers, Esq. Edward D. Buckley, Jr., Esq.
Post Office Box 10589 Joshua P. Cantwell, Esq.
Greenville, SC 29603 Post Office Box 993
Counselfor Linden Construction ofSC, Inc. Charleston, SC 29402

C'ounselfor Linden Construction ofSC, Inc.

Matthew E. Tillman, Esq, John C. Hayes, IV, Esq,
Womble Carlyle Sandridge & Rice, LLP Mary-Margaret F. Noland, Esq.
Post Office Box 999 Hayes Law Firm, LLC

Charleston, SC 29402-0999 180 Meeting Street, Suite 330

C'ounselfor The Guarantee Company of Charleston, SC 29401
North America Counsel for Windsor Windows & Doors, A

Woodgrain Millwork, Inc. Company

Shanna M. Stephens, Esq. L. Dean Best, Esq.
Danielle B. Wegener, Esq. Best Honeycut, P.A.
Post Office Box 87 P.O. Box 13466

Charleston, SC 29401 Charleston, SC 29422
Counselfor Defendant James Jones d/b/a Counsel for Meeting Street Builders, LLC,
Quality Stucco and Defendant Helm Meeting Street Companies, LLC, and MS
Construction ofSouth Carolina, LLC a/k/a Shehnore Village, LLC
Helm Construction Ltd Co,
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Mark S. Barrow, Esq. Erin D. Dean, Esq.
Christy B. Mahon, Esq. Tupper, Grimsley & Dean, PA
Post Office Box 12129 Post Office Box 2055
Columbia, SC 29211 Beaufort, SC 29901-2055
Counselfor Atrium Builders, Inc. Counsel for Robert Bessinger d/b/a Blueprint

Construction

Jeffrey A. Ross, Esq. K, Michael Barfield, Esq.
Edwin J. Anglin, Esq. D. Summers Clarke, II, Esq.
Jeff Ross Law, LLC Barnwell Whaley Patterson Helms, LLC
1156 Bowman Road, Ste. 200 Post Office Drawer H
Mt. Pleasant, SC 29464 Charleston, SC 29402
Counselfor ELI, Inc. Counsel for J.I?. Broadway Co., LLC and

Jason R. Broadway, PE

John E. Rogers, II, Esq.
The Ward Law Firm, P.A,
P, O. Box 5663

Spartanburg, SC 29304
Counselfor Southcoast Exteriors, Inc.

norA
This GO day ofNovember, 2015, I

i
/111a
frit a Terrien

'aralegal to Robert B. Hawk

3806077v, 1
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LAW OFFICES

CARLOCK 9 COPELAND & STAIR, LLP
A LIMITED LIABILITY PARTNERSHIP INCLUDING PROFESSIONAL CORPORATIONS

ROBERT B. HAWK 40 CALHOUN STREET, SUITE 400 ATLANTA OFFICE

CHARLESTON, SC 29401-3531 191 Peachtree SI., NE, Suite 3600
DIRECT DIAL NUMBER Atlanta, Georgia 30303

843-266-8232 TELEPHONE (843) 727-0307 (404) 522-8220

E-MAIL ADDRESS

rhawk@cadockcopeland.com www.carlockcopeland.com REPLY TO CHARLESTON
QFFICE

FACSIMILE
843-727-2995

November 23, 2015

Ms. Julie J. Armstrong, Clerk
Circuit Court of Charl6ston County
100 Broad Street, Suite 106
Charleston, SC 29401

Re: Meeting Street at Shelmore Property Owners Association, Inc. d/b/a Shelmore
Village POA, et al, v. Linden Construction of South Carolina, Inc., et al,
Case No.: 2014-CP-10-7812
CCS File No.: 4014-50366

Dear Ms. Armstrong:

Enclosed for filing, please find Defendants Ecovest S&S Shelmore Development, LLC and
Ecovest Development, LLC Amended Answer to Plaintiffs' Second Amended Complaint and Cross-
Claims regarding the above-referenced matter. By copy of this correspondence, I have served the
same upon all counsel of record.

If you have any questions or concerns, please do not hesitate to contact me.

44
Sincere, yours,

ROBERT B. HAWK

RBH/amt
Enclosure
cc: All Counsel of Record

3807679v.1
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EXHIBIT D
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JOINT VENTURE AGREEMENT

Linden Construction ofSouth Carolina, Inc andAtrium Builders, Inc

THIS AGREEMENT ("Agreement") is made as of the 8th day of February,, 2013, by and between

Linden Construction of South Carolina, Inc, a South Carolina corporation (Linden Construction); and Atrium

Builders, Inc, a South Carolina Corporation (Atrium Builders) (collectively, "Company A' and "Company B, are

hereinafter referred to as the "Parties" or Individually as a "Party").

WITNESSETH:

WHEREAS, the Parties desire to form a joint venture (the "Group") for the purposes and upon the terms

and conditions contained herein; and

NOW, THEREFORE, In consideration of the mutual covenants and conditions herein contained, the Parties

do agree as follows:

1, Formation. The Parties hereby form a Joint Venture under the laws of the State of South.Carolina which

shall be named Linden Construction of South Carolina, Inc and Atrium Builders, Inc, Joint Venture

Group.

2, Principal Place of Business, The principal place of busineSs arid mailing address of the group 245 Seven

Farms Drive, Suite 230, Daniel Island, SC 29492

3. PurpOsei. The initial piapose of tile GriStip Shabe-tiftTe-g-otlate a nd/orbidIo-secure-the-general
construction contract from Sheimore POA, Inc, General Corporation 42 Broad St., Charleston, $C

29401 for the construction of Exterior Renovation located at Shelmore Village, MtPleasant, SC (the

"Project"),

Upon securing the general construction contract, the Parties agree to cooperate fully in the performance

of said contract.

4, Responsibilities of the Parties

a. Jointly assemble the pricing necessary to create the bid proposal.

b. Jointly prepare the bid.

c. Project management shall be by Atrium Builders, Inc with Linden Construction dealing directly

with the Owner.

d, Job superintendence shall be by AtHuniers Inc

e. Jointly prepare and Issue subcontracts and purchase orders for all expenditures In excess of

$500.00.
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f. Project accounting shall be by Atrium Builders, Inc with joint approval of all payments made.

g, Jointly create the Project schedule.

h. Jointly share equally in all earnings or losses upon Project completion,

I. Linden Construction and Atrium Builder to be reimbursed monthly for direct material and labor

costs plus sales tax, payroll taxes and Insurance based upon jointly agreed to manpower levels

and purchases.

j, Linden Construction and Atrium Builders to be reimbursed monthly for jointly agreed to

payments made to suppliers and subcontractors

lc. All Reimbursements to be funded by the joint Southcoast Bank account in Linden Constructions

name,.

I. Funding for reimbursements to come from monthly payments from Shelmore ROA, heirs and

assigns (the "Owner") or pursuant to Paragraph 6(b) below. Funding from the Owner to be

dii eLtly deposited-to the-Sou-thcoast Bank-account,

rn, Parties may also be reimbursed for other costs and expenses as set forth In Paragraph 9 below.

5, Term. The term of the relationship shall commence on the date hereof and shall continue until 365

days after substantial completion of the project, unless earlier terminated and dissolved as

hereinafter provided,

6. Capital Contributions,

a, The Parties shall not be required to contribute any Initial capital to the Ventura, Each Party 'shall

be obligated and does hereby covenant and agree to pay incurred financial obligations In a

timely fashion subject to reimbursement pursuant to the terms of this Agreement, Each Party's
ownership interest In the profits or losses of the Group ("Group Interest") shall be 50%,

b. The Parties acknowledge that the Joint Venture may require funds (In addition to funds

generated and levied from execution of the contract with Sheirnore POA "OWNER') with which

to operate the Project. The parties shall, by mutual agreement, contribute to the Project on a

50%-50% basis as may be necessary-to retire obligations of the Group.
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In the event that both Parties are unable to agree that such capital call or expenditure Is

appropriate, then the matter shall be resolved in the following manner (the "Informal

Arbitration Procedure"): Each Party shall appoint an Individual who Is knowledgeable about the

matter In dispute (each such individual shall be hereafter called the. "Party's Expert"). The two

individuals so appointed will choose a third Individual who is also knowledgeable about the

matter in dispute (such individual shall be hereafter called the "Neutral Expert"). Each Party
shall submit to the three appointed individuals (the Party's Experts and the Neutral Expert shall

be hereafter collectively called the "Experts") a written summary of its position concerning the

matter in dispute (such, written summary shall be hereinafter called a "Position Paper"), The

Experts shall determine by majority vote which of the twe Position Papers should control and is

most consistent with the provisions of this Agreement. The Position Paper determined tor,
control shall be binding on the Group and shall be implemented by the Group. Each Party must

select its Party's Expert within five (5) days after the Dispute Date, which Is the date on which

notice is first given to the other that the capital call or expenditure is being challenged, if a Party

falls to select Its Expert within such time, the other Party shall if be permitted to make such

appointment in writing on behalf of the Party who has failed to appoint, provided such non—

appointing Party is delivered a copy of such written appointment within five (5) business days
after the appointment. The Neutral Expert must be selected within fifteen (15) days of the

Dispute Date, but if for any reason such Neutral Expert is not selected within such time, then

the Party requesting the expenditure shall apply to a court of competent jurisdiction praying for

such court to make such appointment. If, with the reasonable opinion of counsel for the Party

requesting such expenditure, such court will not make such appointment, then the Neutral

Expert will beselected-pursuant to the rules of-the-American Arbitration AssodatIon7 Each Party--
must submit its Position Paper to the Experts within twenty-five (25) days of the Dispute Date.

The Experts must choose between the Position Papers within thirty-five(35) days of the Dispute
Date, The Party whose Position Paper is determined not to control shall bear the cast of all

Experts.

If a Party advances funds on behalf of another Party and It is subsequently determined by the Experts or

Expert that no contribution was necessary, the advancing Party shall be permitted to withdrakk Its

contribution from the Group along with all sums advanced on behalf of the other Party, all without

Interest thereon.
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d. Unless the dispute resolution mechanism set forth in Paragraph 6(b) above is used, if a Party (the
"Defaulting Party") falls to make any or all of its proportionate contributions' when requested
by the other Party (the "Due Date") and continues to fall to pay for a perlod of thirty (30) days
after notice from the other Party that such contribution was not made by the Due Date, then
the Defaulting Party shall be in default hereunder, In such event, the other Party (the "Non-
defaulting Party") shall have the right, but not the obligation, to pay to the Group an amount
equal to the contribution not made by the Defaulting Party, In which case such amount shall be
treated as a loan from the Non defaulting Party to the Defaulting Party bearing Interest at an

annual rate equal to the Prime Rate of Southcoast Bank (as such prime rate Is defined by such
bank), plus two percent (2%), and thereafter all distributions of cash flow otherwise
distributable from the Partnership to the Defaulting Partner shall be paid to the Non-defaulting
Partner until such time as the principal of and Interest on such loan Is paid In full.

7. Reserves; Allocations and Distributions.
a, The Parties shall have the right to accumulate the receipts of the Group as reserves for the

purpose of meeting anticipated payments and expenditures.

b. Lxcept as provided in Section 8 hereof, the net Income and net loss of the Group shall be
alldcated to Parties according to their respective Group interest, as initially established at 50%
per Party or as adjusted In accordance With this Agreement.

c. The net cash flow of the Group remaining after the establishment of reserves by the Parties shall
be distributed at least annually and more often If the Parties so determine. All distributions shall
b.e.Wcte,to:Parttes accordingto their. respealve.Group Interest on•the record date of.the..
distribution,

d. In•the event the Owner's lending institution requires a "Performance and Payment" bond It is
recognized that Linden Construction will then assume an unequal portion of the liability. Should
a "Payment and Performance bond" be required, the first $5,000.00 of net cash flow shall be
pald to Linden Construction and the remaining cash flow split between Linden ConstrUction and
Atrium Builders on a 50-50 basis per paragraph 7(c) above.
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8, Distributions on Dissolution.

Upon the dissolution of the Groun, Its assets shall be distributed according to the following priorities:

(First) all of the Group's debts and liabilities to persons other than the Parties shall be paid and
discharged;

(Next) all of the Group's debts and liabilities to the Parties shall be paid and discharged;

(Next) the assets of the Group (including cash) remaining after satisfaction of all debts and liabilities of the
Group as provided in paragraphs (a) and (b) hereof, shall be distributed to Parties according to the

positive account balance at the time of. distribution,

9. Costs and Expenses,

All costs and expenses incurred In connection with the construction, operation and management of the

Project (including costs and expenses of printing, maps, plats, surveys, studies and Allowable Travel

Expenses) or in connection with any other undertaking of the Group, whether arising either prior or

subsequent to the date hereof, shali be initially borne by the Party Incurring such cost and expense with
full reimbursement being made to such Party by the Group within thirty (30) days after (1) the cost or

expense is Incurred or (2) the Group has obtained and consummated the closing of the construction
contract for the Project; whichever is later, Notwithstanding the foregoing, each Party shall bear the cost

and expense attributabla toits participation In the Group, Including salaries, Non-Allowable expense,
office expenses and other charges attributable to Its overhead. As used herein, the term "Allowable
Travel Expenses" shall mean ell properly substantiated and reasonable expenses incurred by a Party, an

employee or independent contractor of a Party or party related to a Party (up to an aggregate amount of

$5, 000)•for lodging, accommodations (but not meals), airplane fares and/or other air transportation
cost's, Lental cars_(oth.erthan_personakve.hicles)...and other„Jransp.ortation;_provided,..howeverethatall,
such expenses are Incurred In connection with the construction of the Project. The terri) "Non-Allowable
Travel Expenses" shall mean all travel expenses.other than Allowable Travel Expenses, Home office

expenses of the Parties shall not be considered costs of the project as these expenses area part of the
estimated markup. Cost of project management is part of the estimated markup and not reimbursable.

10. Liabilities of the Group.,
Subject to the Provisions for Indemnification as provided in Section 18 of this Agreement, all liabilities of
the Group of every kind and nature and in the order of priority asset forth in Paragraph 8 above,
whether contractual or non-contractual, shall first be satisfied out of the assets of the Group (Including
the proceeds of any liability Insurance which the Group may recover therefor), and if and to the extent

that such assets shall not be sufficient to satisfy any such liability and the satisfaction of such liability
shall by Its terms, If any, not be limited to the assets if of the Group, each Party shall be responsible,
including the making of any payments in respect thereto, for Its prorate share of all such liabilities In

accordance with each Party's respective Group Interest at the time each such liability was Incurred,
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11. Other Agreements In Connection with Prolect, Each Party acknowledges and agrees that upon submittal
of the construction.proposal or bid to She lmore POA, and acceptance thereof by She/more POk Linden
Construction will enter into a contract with She!more POA In accordance with the submitted bid.

12, Insurance. The terms of each Party's Insurance policies shall remain In effect for this Project with the costs
of Insurance being reimbursed for direct labor costs at a rate of 35% of direct labor. On or before the
date of the execution of the construction contract, each Party shall furnish to the other certificates of
insurance for all Insurance coverage's reasonably necessary for the Project.

13, 0ther Activities No Conflict. Each Party shall have the right to carry on and engage in other business
ventures and activities, and neither Partishall be liable to the Group on charges of usurpation of Group
opportunity, conflicts of interest, self-7, dealing or the like as a result of any such activities; provided,
however, that neither Party shall participate in any other construction activity at the Project site without
the express written permission of the other Party,

14, Bank Accounts. The financial account of the Group shall be maintained by the Group In a checking
account with Southcoast Bank. Any funds maintained in such accounts may be withdrawn upon the
signatures of Brandon Linden and Bill Beauchene,

15, Group Year; Books of the Group. Unless otherwise agreed In writing by the Parties and permitted under
the Code, the Group shall maintain a calendar year and shall use, the accrual method for purposes of
income tax and accounting: The books of the Group shall be kept and maintained during the period prior
to completion of construction at 21.9 West Richardson Avenue, Summerville, SC 29483 and shall be
open to Inspection at all reasonable times. Copies of said books will be provided to either Party upon
requestpSaid-books•shall be-audited-at least anntially by.an.Independent certifled-pubilc-acCOutitifit—
satisfactory to the Parties unless otherwise determined by both Parties.

16, Authorized Group Representatives, Linden Construction hereby appoints Brandon Linden, President
and Atrium Builders does hereby appoint Bill, Beduchene, President, as their duly authorized
representatives to bind their companies and to act in their respective interests with respect to the
business of the Group. The Parties may from time to time appoint one or more different or additional
such representatives and shall endeavor to communicate and deal with such designated representatives
in the conduct of the Group's business so as to minimize the involvement of unnecessary officers or

employees of the Parties, As between the Parties, any notice or other document required or permitted
under the terms of this Group Agreement shall be effective if signed on behalf of a Party by at least one

of its then acting designated representatives.
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17, Transfer, Assignment and Encumbrance of Group Interest.
a, Neither Party shall transfer or assign or mortgage, pledge or otherwise encumber Its Interest In

the Group.

18, IndemnifIcation.
a. Each Party shall indemnify the other Party, its shareholders, officers, directors, partners and

employees, and the Group and save and hold each of them harmless from, against, for and In
respect of any and all damages, losses, obligations, liabilities, claims, deficiencies, costs and
expenses, Including, without limitation, reasonable attorneys' fees and other costs and
expenses incident to any suit, action, investigation, claim or proceeding suffered, sustained,
Incurred or required to be paid by such other Party, its shareholders, officers, directors,
partners and employees, or the Group by reason of the failure of such Party to materially
observe or perform its covenants and agreements set forth In this Agreement,

b, Upon receipt of notice of any suit, action, Investigation, claim or proceeding for which
Indemnification shall be required to an Indemnified Party or shareholder, officer, director,
partner or employee, in accordance herewith the Indemnifying Party promptly will defend,
contest or otherwise protect against any such suit, action, Investigation, claim or proceeding at
its own cost and expense, The indemnified Party or shareholder, officer, director, partner or
employee may, but shall not be obligated to, participate at its own expense in a defense thereof
and of any related action against the Group by counsel of Its own choosing, but the
Indemnifying Party shall be entitled to conti-ol the defense unless the indemnified Party or
shareholder, officer, director, partner or employee has relieved the Indemnifying Party from
liability with respect to the particular matter. In the event the indemnifying Party falls to timely
defend,-contest or otherwlse.protect-againstanysuch suit,"action-rinWStigation,
proceeding, the Indemnified Party or shareholder, officer, director, partner or employee may,
but will not be obligated to, defend, contest or otherwise protect against the same, andmake
any compromise or settlement thereof and recover the entire costs thereof frorn the
Indemnifying Party, Including reasonable attorneys' fees, disbursements and all amounts paid as
a result of such suit, action, Investigation, claim or proceeding or the compromise or settlement
thereof,
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19.befault.

a. With respect to any one Party, If any of the following events has occurred and is continuing, such
Party shall be deemed to be in default under the terms of this Agreement:

I. A Party shall withdraw or take action to withdraw from the Group, otherwise than In
accordance with this Agreement, without the prior written consent of the other Party;

II, Except for a default pursuant to Paragraph 6, a Party shall fail to fulfill any of Its other
obligations under the terms of this Agreement within thirty (30) days after receipt of
notice of such failure to perform from the Non-defaulting Party;

Ili, There shall have occurred a dissolution of the Group under the laws of the State of
South Carolina In contravention of this Agreement as a result of any action or failure to
act on the part of a Party;

iv. The filing by a Party of a voluntary petition in bankruptcy or adjudication as a bankrupt.
or insolvent, or the filing by such Party of any petition or answer seeking or acquiescingln any reorganization, arrangement; composition, readjustment, liquidation,
dissolution or similar relief for itself under any present or future federal or state law or
regulation relating to bankruptcy, insolvency or other relief for debtors; or such Party'sseeking or consenting to or acquiescing in the It appointment of any trustee, receiver
or liquidator of such Party, or the making of any general assignment for the benefit of
creditors or the admission In writing of such Party's Inability to pay Its debts generally.as they become due; or

v, The entry by a court of competent jurisdiction of an order, judgment or decree
approving a petition filed against a Party seeking any reorganization, arrangement,
composition, readjustment, liquidation, dissolution or similar relief under any present
or future federal or state law or regulation relating to bankruptcy, insolvency, or other
relief for debtors, which order, judgment or decree remains unvacated and unstayed
for an aggregate of sixty (60) days (whether or not consecutive) from the date of entrythereof; or the appointment of any trustee, receiver or liquidator of such Party without
the consent or acquiéscence.of such Party which appointment shall remain unvacated
and unstayed for an aggregate of sixty (60) days (whether or not consecutive);

vl. The occurrence of any material default or event of default under the terms of any debt,
or security interest under which, a Party is a borrower Or debtor and under which any
secured party or fender has recourse against such Party for the payment of any
deficiency judgment and the occurrence of such event would reasonably be expected
to have a material and adverse effect on the Project or the Property;
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vii, Any creditor of a Party shall seek collateral or security for any previously unsecured
indebtedness and such action would reasonably be expected to have a material and
adverse effect on the Project or the Property; or

IA. A Party shall cease to exist (whether as a result of dissolution under applicable law or
otherwise), under the laws of the respective State of such Party's formation,

b, In the event that erther Party defaults under this Agreement as provided in Section 19(a)above, the non-defaulting Party shall cause written notice of such default to be given to the
defaulting Party. If such default shall continue for a period of ten (10) days after the giving of
such notice, the defaulting Party does hereby grant to the non-defaulting Party the
irrevocable right to purchase the entire Interest of the defaulting Party In the Group for a
purchase price equal to(l) seventy-five percent (75%) multiplied times the Value of the
Defaulting Party's Group Interest and less (11) all.amounts owed by the defaulting Party to the
non-defaulting Party. The Parties agree that the foregoing reduction from Value shall be
deemed liquidated damages and not a penalty. The non-defaulting Party shall exercise Its
option by delivering written notice to the defaulting Party end therein shall specify the time
of closing, which shall not be more than sixty (60) days following the date the purchase priceis determined. The closing shall take place at the office of the non-defaulting Party.

c, Upon the occurrence of any default hereunder and the continuance of such default for a
period-of ten. (10) days-after the-giving15(Writteri riatk-e'df ncli'delarCiff by theXiiri2crefa-Ultini
Party to the Defaulting Party, the'Non-defaulting Party shall have the right, but not the
obligation, to terminate this Agreement with the Defaulting Party, Such right to termination
shall continue so long as any default is continuing under the terms of this Agreement, but
until the Defaulting Party receives notice from the Non-defaulting Party of the Non-
defaulting Party's Intent to terminate such Agreements, Its obligations and duties
thereunder shall continue,

d. Time Is of the essence in the performance of this Agreement. Immediately upon the
occUrrence of any default as set forth above, the Non-defaulting Party shall have the right to
take such steps es shall be reasonably necessary to protect the rights of such Party or the
rights or property of the Group and upon taking any such action shall be entitled to.
contribution and Indemnification by the Defaulting Party.
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20.Dissolution,
a. The Group shall be dissolved upon:

I. An election to dissolve the Group made in writing by both Parties;
The distribution of the net proceeds therefrom.

lit, The occurrence of any event which makes It unlawful for the business of the Group to
be carried on or for the Parties to carry it on in the Group: or

lv. Any other act or occurrence which causes a dissolution under the laws of the State of
South Carolina.

b. If a dissolution occurs as a result of the occurrence of an event as described in subsection
20(a)(i), (11) or (lil) above, the Group shall wind up the affairs of the Group In accordance with
the applicable laws or the State of South Carolina. If a dissolution of the Group shall occur as a

result of the occurrence of an event as described in subsection 20(a)(Iv) above, and tf no default
shall have occurred under this Agreement, the Parties may elect either to reform a Group or

other entitylo operate the Project or to wind up the affairs of the Group,

21, Tax Elections, All incurred sales taxes, etc,, will be paid by the Group. Each Party shall be responsible for
payment of Income taxes for Incomes earned from the Group by each Party. All Parties agree that at the
request of either Party, If allowed under the existing•IRS Code, the Group may make an election under
§76I to be treated as an entity under such §761 rather that a partnership for tax purposes.

22.Notices. The address of each Party for all purposes shall bethe address set forth on the first page or this
Agreement or such other address of which the other Party has received written notice. Any notice,
demand or request required or permitted to be given or made hereunder shall be In writing or when
sent by certified or registered mail, return receipt requested, to such Party at such address and shall be

--deerned•deliveredthree•(3)tu-sine-Ss-days after deposit wfaithellS Pbstal SeiViEe.

23. Titles and Captions. All articles or section titles or captions in this Agreement are for convenience only;
they shall not be deemed part of this Agreement and In no way define, limit, extend or describe the
scope or Intent'of any provisions hereof,

24.Governing Law, This Agreement shall be construed In accordance with and governed by the laws of the
State of South Carolina.

25.13inding Effect„ This Agreement shall be binding upon and Inure to the'benef it of the parties hereto and
their respective successors and assigns, but any assignment of interest hereunderShall be governed by
and subject to the provisions of Section 17 hereof,
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26, Entire Agreement. Thls Agreement contains the entire agreement between the parties hereto relative tothe subject hereof and no variations, modification or changes herein or hereof shall be binding upon anyparty hereto unless set forth in a document duly executed by or on behalf of such party,

27, Severability, If any provision of thls Agreement or the application thereof to any person or circumstancesshall be Invalid or unenforceable to any extent, the remainder of this Agreement and the application ofsuch provisions to other persons or circumstances shaH not be affected thereby and shall be enforced tothe fullest extent permitted by law,

IN WITNESS WHEREOF, this Agreement has been duly executed by the parties heretO as of the date firstabove4ritten,

Linden Construction of South Carolina, Inc
A SOUTH CAROLINA

CORP.ORATION
By: 41111°-11111174-0-

--KESIDENT/yEMBER

WITNESS

Atrium Anii-r.sy Inc-
A SOUTH COROUNA CORPORATION

0 ils' 1.,INOWili By: 41PArd..-1) f
WITNE, S

PRESIDENT MEMBER

WITNESS
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Page 1 of 2
Date:

PROJECT INFORMATION.
Project Name SHELMORE VILLAGE EXTERIOR REPAIRSSolicitation it N/A
Location (el*, smte) MT, PLEASANT, SC
Approximate Size (SP, stories, etc.) 9 BUILDINGS
Estimated Total Contract $801,500.00
Set-Aside Type (applicable) N/ABrief Description N/A

Site Visit Date N/A
Proposal Due Date N/A
Prime LINDEN CONSTRUCTION
Teaming Partner ATRIUM BUILDERS

LINDEN
PROJECT STRUCTURE SUMMARY construction

DIVISION OF WORK
ITEM Prime Teaming PartnerPROPOSAL PHASE RESPONSIBILITIES

1, Estimate X, X
2, Bid Bond X
3. Technical Proposal X X4, Production X X5, Delive X X

DESIGN PHASE RESPONSII3ILITIES (enierfinn names in contract-holder's column)
1. Architect N/A N/A2. Structural Engineer ...NIA N/A

3, MEP Engineer N/A N/A•4• Speeialties (list).. N/A NIA
a,.

b.
c,

CONSTRUCTION PHASE RESPONSIBILITIBTS (cheek responsiblepany's coltmm)
I. Program Manager X X2, Project Manager X X3, Program Safety Manager X4. Program QC Manager X

5. Contract Admin istration/Project Accounting X6, Superintendent X7. Site Safety & Health Officer X8. On-Site QC Manager X9, Project Coordinator X10, Jobsite Office ExpenSes X XII, Performance & Payment Bonds X
12, Others (list): N/A N/A

a,

b.
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LINDEN
PROJECT STRUCTURE SUMMARY construction

This Project Structure Summary is hereby made part of the Teaming Agreement, dated 2/08/13, for the Project named above,

Lindell Construction: Atrium Builders:

ByT-c> By: JLL 61-4

SlgnecTS
Title: paos-toGoT--

Page 2 of 2
Date:

DIVISION OF WORK
ITEM' Prime Teamin: PartnerPROJECT FIIVANCIAL STRUCTURE

1. JOB COST:
Each Party will apply the following job cost elements to the project
contract amount, for costs directly supporting the project:

a. Subcontractors X Xb. Materials incorporated into the Work X X
c, Equipment used in Work (market rental value) X Xd, Jobsite Office Expenses X X
e, Project Labor for labor categories listed above (enterfringe 38%loading rale al right)
f, Miscellaneous Project Expenses travel, sustenance and SUPER TRUCKconsumables directly related to the work
g, Insurance (enter rate at righ( as a or$1$1,000 ofcontract) N/A N/A2, OVERHEAD: Each Party will apply the following overhead cost 0 0elements to the project contract amount, for costs directly

supporting the project:
a, Home Office Overhead (enter Off rale al right) 0 03, MARGIN: Project Margin will be derived by subtracting agreed 50 50JOB COST and OVERHEAD elements froth the project contract

amount The remainder (PROJECT MARGIN) will be split
according to the following percentages (enter %s at right, totaling 100%),

4. BUY OUT SAVINGS: Savings in Job Cost Items realized after the 50 50contract is awarded will be split according to the following
percentages (en1er Ss al right, totaling- 100%):
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